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transhipment; both these practices
implications on the ecosystem, he added.

From Editorʼs Desk
Ever since the launch of CPEC and Gwadar port,
Pakistan‘s involvement in regional maritime affairs is
more evident than ever before. Furthermore, hosting of
Indian Ocean Naval Symposium (IONS) preparatory
workshop in 2015 and working group meeting in 2017
substantiates the increasing role of Pakistan in Indian
Ocean

Region‘s affairs. This year‘s IONS working

group‘s meeting with participation of 10 IONS nations
focused on the modes of information sharing and
maritime

cooperation

for

combating

emerging

challenges in the region. We believe that Pakistan, a
nucelear powered litorral state of the Indian Ocean, has
a pivotal standing in this forum for the peace and
properity of the region.

Rear Admiral (R) Mukhtar Khan HI(M)
Concerns Expressed Over Fast Depleting Marine
resources
Source: The News
20th July 2017
Sindh Environment Secretary Baqaullah Unar on
Wednesday expressed serious concerns over fast depleting
marine resources during a meeting held to review deep sea
ﬁshing problems.The secretary underscored the need for
better coordination between all concerned departments.
"We have all relevant laws but we need a will to impose
them in letter and spirit," Unar observed.
The meeting was attended by concerned stakeholders
including the Pakistan Maritime Security Agency, Fisheries
Department, Pakistan Customs, Boat Manufacturing
Association and Karachi Water and Sewerage Board. PMSA
Director Operations, Commander Amjad Rais, informed the
meeting‘s attendees that the Security Agency has been
playing a pivotal role in implementation of deep sea ﬁshing
policy. The PMSA strictly monitors licensed foreign and
local ﬁshing trawlers through both air and surface
surveillance, he observed.
Identifying issues related to deep sea ﬁshing, the
Director said that ﬁsh and shrimp landing has already
dropped and to protect the interest of local ﬁshermen, a
buffer zone has been created some 12 to 20 nautical miles
into the sea where no foreign ﬁshing vessel is allowed to
operate. He said foreign trawlers come into the buffer zone
and destroy unwanted store of ﬁsh and are also involved in

have

negative

Director General of the Fisheries Department, Ghulam
Muhammad Mahar, stated that no ﬁshing licences have
been granted by the federal government over the past
decade since ﬁsh stock depleted at a rapid pace due to use
of illegal ﬁshing gears in creeks that are breeding areas for
ﬁsh and shrimp. "This is why since 2006 no license under
Deep-Sea Fishing Policy was issued by the government."
He said that due to use of ﬁne nets, about 70 to 80 percent
of the ﬁsh caught comprises of young ﬁsh and shrimp. A
stock assignment carried out in the past revealed that
around 70 percent of the marine resources have already
been exhausted, Mahar observed.
He said the ﬁsheries department is trying to have a onewindow operation to facilitate all concerned stakeholders.
The participants suggested the provincial ﬁsheries
department extended the two-month ﬁshing ban by
another month to conserve marine life including shrimps
and ﬁsh. A representative of the International Union for
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources Pakistan,
while speaking at the meeting, suggested proper placement
of Turtle Exclusive Device (TED) on trawlers.
Responding to the suggestion, the PMSA representative
said the security agency decided that no trawler without a
proper TED will be allowed to sail into the sea after July 31,
2017. Pakistan Customs Deputy Commissioner Dr Ali Raza
said a ban on illegal ﬁshing can only be effective if its
implementation mechanism is followed through. He called
for setting up a coordination committee to look into
matters related to illegal ﬁshing.
Matters related to conﬁscated boats, treatment plants
and others were also discussed in the meeting. The PMSA
representative said no new licenses have been issued for
registration of new boats in order for the local boat
industry to grow.
Pakistan Seeks Trade Partnership with ECOWAS,
WAEMU
Source: Pakistan Observer
23rd July 2017
In order to address bilateral trade difﬁculties, Pakistan
has sought Senegal‘s support to establish a trade
partnership with the Economic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS) and the West African Economic and
Monetary Union (WAEMU).This was expressed during the
two-day session of the Joint Commission between Pakistan
and Senegal, which was held last week in Dakar, Senegal.
Federal Minister for Commerce, Engr. KhurramDastgir
Khan led the Pakistani delegation to participate in the
inaugural session of the Joint Commission while Mr.
Alioune Sarr, Minister for Commerce, Informal Sector,
Consumption, Promotion of Local Products and SMEs led

the Senegalese delegation. The session was jointly chaired
by the two heads of delegation.

said the port needed more tug boats to avoid delays amid
increased trafﬁc of vessels.

During the discussions, both sides underlined the
importance they attach to the development of partnership
in all areas of common interest, including trade,
pharmaceutical industries, investment, agriculture, textiles,
higher education and vocational training, information
technology, air transport and tourism. Both sides also
agreed to sign "the Convention for the Avoidance of Double
taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion" as soon as
possible. Both sides also agreed to study ways and means
for the establishment of air and sea links. In that respect,
Pakistan side has proposed a Draft Air Services Agreement
to the Senegalese side which agreed to respond on the
proposed Draft as soon as possible.

He said the PQA is looking into the possibility of
acquiring four more tug boats in the near future. There has
been a tremendous increase in the trafﬁc of vessels after
the construction of new berths, including ones dedicated
for LNG, dirty cargo and bulk grain cargo, he added. Mr
Akhter said the order for the two tug boats has been placed
with Turkish ﬁrm Uzmar Co following a tender bidding.
Prices of tug boats in the international market are currently
low, which is one of the reasons the PQA is keen to place
more orders, he added.

Both sides agreed to explore opportunities for
cooperation between the Port of Dakar and Karachi Port
(KPT) with a view to creating synergies and increasing the
volume of trade between the two counties. Both sides also
showed interest in exchange of experiences in maritime
education and training and Technical Port Management.
Chairman PNSC Invites Private Investors to Invest
into Shipping Sector
Source: Pakistan Observer
24th July, 2017
Arif Elahi, Chairman PNSC inaugurated Corporate
Head Ofﬁce of Dynamic World Wide Logistics Group,
Alongwith Brig, Rashid Siddiqi & Heads of Logistics
companies as stakeholders, he addressed the ceremony as
chief guest. In his speech he emphasized, that CPEC will
boost the Logistic companies as Govt has given incentive by
declaring Gwadar Port, as Tax free zone. This provides a
unique opportunity to the Logistic companies, he added.
He further said that the progress of Dynamic Group
stands testimony to the fact that Pakistan is now more
dynamic in logistic, he appreciated Tariq Mehmood
Chaudhry as a CEO of Dynamic Logistics, to have
established his group on the best international practice.
The development of Gwadar Port network enriched with a
good airport, so it is a Logistic progress of the nation from
Port to Airport with road infrastructure and international
airport which serves as a logistic paradise.
Arif Elahi while concluding, invited private investors to
invest into shipping sector. They are invited to join PNSC
in joint venture projects to encourage the private sector
Port Qasim To Acquire Two Tug Boats
Source: Dawn
25th July, 2017
The Port Qasim Authority (PQA) is acquiring two tug
boats of 75 bollard pull each at a cost of $14.5-15 million to
meet the shortage of tugs for handling LNG ships. An LNG
ship normally needs four tugs at a time to bring it into the
harbour. Talking to Dawn, PQA Chairman Agha Jan Akhter

Depending on the availability of funds, the PQA will
acquire three more tugs of 75 bollard pull and one of 85
bollard pull, he said. He said the Karachi Port Trust (KPT)
purchased a non-LNG tug at a cost of $20m in 2011.
Similarly, the PQA purchased a 65 bollard pull tug from the
same Turkish company in 2012 at a cost of $10m, he said.
The LNG-speciﬁc tugs usually cost more as they are
designed to handle the inﬂammable cargo safely.
He further said there were quotations of up to $22m for
each tug of 65 bollard pull. Having worked with the Turkish
brand in the past, the PQA opted for the company as it
offered the tug at an affordable price, he added.
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Source: Samaa News
26 t h July 2017
Indian Ocean Naval Symposium (IONS) Working Group
Meeting on Information Sharing & Interoperability hosted
by Pakistan Navy concluded today (Wednesday). The
working group consists of 10 member nations which
include Australia, Bangladesh, France, India, Iran, Oman,
Pakistan, Singapore, Thailand, and UAE. Pakistan is
presently chair of the Working Group. During the 2-day
event, the working group discussed modalities of sharing
information and improving interoperability amongst IONS
nations towards the overall objective of increasing
maritime cooperation amongst navies in Indian Ocean
Region. The Working Group also deliberated on different
options to promote information exchange and support
regional maritime security.
Pakistan has always been an ardent supporter of
regional peace and collaborative security. As a torch bearer
of this unﬂinching resolve, Pakistan believes that coming
together of navies helps improve overall interstate
relations. In the same spirit of constructive engagement,
Pakistan Navy proactively participates in IONS. This forum
provides a platform to the participating nations to work
together for the good of global common.
Participation of 13 delegates from 9 countries in the
working group meeting reﬂects Pakistan‘s commitment for
regional peace and is a recognition of PN contribution
towards this end.

PNS Himmat Inducted in Naval Fleet
Source: Dawn
26th July 2017

projects have also been signed prior to the closing of the
last ﬁnancial year, including 3,000 tons survey ship, 1,900
tons OPVs for Pakistan Navy and two FRP boats for
Pakistan Customs.

The commissioning and induction ceremony of PNS
Himmat built for Pakistan Navy at the Karachi Shipyard
and Engineering Works Limited (KS&EW) was held at
Pakistan Navy dockyard on Friday. The 63-meter-long fast
attack craft (missile) is ﬁtted with state-of-the-art systems.
One of the important achievements in this project is the
installation of an indigenously built missile system. The
craft is also ﬁtted with various other weapons and sensors
for manifestation of speed and lethality at par with any
modern navy arsenal.

The ceremony was attended by high-ranking ofﬁcials
from the government, the Chinese Embassy, Pakistan
Navy, China Shipbuilding and Offshore Company (CSOC)
and distinguished guests from various walks of life.

While speaking at the ceremony, Chief of the Naval Staff
Admiral Mohammad Zakaullah, the chief guest on the
occasion, mentioned that it is a landmark occasion when
the second indigenously constructed fast attack craft
(missile) is being inducted in the Pakistan Navy ﬂeet. He
said that the successful construction of PNS Himmat at the
Karachi Shipyard is a proud moment for Pakistan Navy,
KS&EW and China State Shipbuilding and Offshore
Company. He categorically mentioned that the trust and
conﬁdence posed by Pakistan Navy on indigenously built
platforms will also provide impetus to Pakistan defence
exports.

ISLAMABAD: Three Commodores of Pakistan Navy,
namely Imran Ahmad, Muhammad Shuaib and Zaka Ur
Rehman have been promoted to the rank of Rear Admiral
with immediate effect, according to a press release issued
on Thursday.

The CNS highlighted that to capitalise on the maritime
opportunities and to address the related challenges an
efﬁcient, strong and self-reliant navy is the need of the
hour. Therefore, acquisition of high-speed missile craft
with enhanced endurance and ﬁrepower is of high priority
for attaining the capability to deliver rapid response at sea.
While emphasising the need for a secure maritime
environment in context of the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC), the naval chief stressed that CPEC holds
great promise for the progress of the country but at the
same time it has added a new dimension to the overall
threat spectrum. To make CPEC a success we have to be
mindful of such threats. He said that Pakistan‘s defence
policy is based on peaceful coexistence but given the
prevailing geostrategic environment, the country cannot
afford to lower its guard.
Earlier, MD KS&EW Rear Admiral Syed Hasan Nasir
Shah said in his welcome address that this state-of-the-art
ship is another landmark in the history of Pak-China
cooperation in the ﬁeld of defence production as it has
been built in collaboration with M/s China Shipbuilding
and Offshore Company (CSOC) and Xingang Shipyard.
While presenting over a brief overview of their
construction projects, he said that during the recent past
KS&EW has successfully completed various projects for the
Pakistan Navy. As a result, it has been awarded a number
of other projects including 17,000 tons ﬂeet tanker,
maritime patrol vessels, indigenously designed fast attack
craft (missile), 32 tons bollard pull tugs and a multipurpose
barge which are currently at various stages of construction.
He also informed that contracts of a number of new

Three Commodores of Pakistan Navy promoted to
the rank of Rear Admiral
Source: The News
27th July 2017

Rear Admiral Imran Ahmad was commissioned in
Marines Engineering branch of Pakistan Navy in 1985. He
is a graduate of National Defence University, Islamabad.
His distinguished appointments include Assistant Chief of
Naval Staff (Maintenance) Naval Headquarters and
Managing Director Pakistan Navy Dockyard. Presently, he
is serving as Commandant Pakistan Navy Engineering
College, PNS JAUHAR, Karachi. The ofﬁcer has also led
Acquisition Mission of Oliver Hazard Perry (OHP) class
ship at USA. In recognition of his meritorious services, he
was awarded Sitara-e-Imtiaz (Military).
Rear Admiral Muhammad Shuaib was commissioned in
Operations Branch of Pakistan Navy in 1988. He is a
graduate of National Defence University Islamabad and
Naval War College USA. He has commanded Combined
Task Force 151, 9th Auxiliary & Mine Warfare Squadron,
10th Patrol Craft Squadron and Pakistan Navy Ship NASR.
His other distinguished appointments include; Directing
Staff Armed Forces War College, National Defence
University, Islamabad, Director Naval Training at NHQ
and Commanding Ofﬁcer PNS AKRAM. He is presently
performing the duties of Assistant Chief of the Naval Staff
(Special Operations Forces & Marines) at NHQ. In
recognition of his meritorious services, he was awarded
Sitara-e-Imtiaz (Military).
Rear Admiral Zaka Ur Rehman was commissioned in
Operations Branch of Pakistan Navy in 1988. He is a
graduate of National Defence University Islamabad and has
done Arms of Submarine Course (ASM) from France. He
has commanded 25th Destroyer Squadron, Pakistan Navy
Ship BADR and Pakistan Navy Ship QUWWAT, a missile
boat. His other distinguished appointments include
Director Naval Intelligence (Ops), Director Electronic
Warfare and Assistant Naval Secretary (Ops) at Naval
Headquarters. The ofﬁcer has also served as Naval Attache
of Pakistan at Ankara, Turkey. In recognition of his
meritorious services, he was awarded Sitara-e-Imtiaz
(Military).
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Source: The Express Tribune
29th July 2017
ISLAMABAD: After shelving the Gwadar LNG pipeline
and terminal project, the government has planned to set up
two more liqueﬁed natural gas (LNG) terminals with the
help of private-sector investors at Port Qasim with
handling and processing capacity of 1.6 billion cubic feet
per day (bcfd). The Port Qasim, located in Karachi, is
already congested and two more LNG terminals may
aggravate the problem. However, the Gwadar port in
Balochistan requires an LNG terminal as economic and
industrial zones are being developed there under the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project, which
will require uninterrupted energy supply, ofﬁcials say.
How these zones will be fed energy is a big question as the
government has put the LNG terminal plan on the back
burner. Though Balochistan is rich in gas deposits,
exploration activities have been quite slow because of
poor law and order situation.
Under Article 158 of the Constitution, gas-producing
provinces have the ﬁrst right to consume their energy
resources. Keeping this in view, Balochistan may invoke
this clause to provide gas for its industrial units, which
may halt energy supply to other provinces, particularly
Punjab. In such a case, the federal government would
have to shift domestic consumers to the imported gas. At
present, industries in Punjab are using imported gas
whereas domestic consumers are provided with natural
gas produced in the country.
According to sources, the two new terminal projects
have entered the implementation phase with capacity of 1
bcfd and 600 million cubic feet per day (mmcfd)
respectively. These are being developed by two different
consortia that comprise Shell Pakistan, Qatar Petroleum,
ExxonMobil, Total, Mitsubishi, Hoegh& Co, GEI, Engro
Corporation and Fatima Group. Engro has already set up
Pakistan‘s ﬁrst LNG terminal at Port Qasim and has been
handling LNG imports from Qatar since 2015. Qatar
Petroleum is going to enter into partnership in setting up
another LNG terminal at the port. Owing to the fast
widening gap between demand and supply of energy in
the country, the government is pursuing LNG import
plans.
It has been injecting 600 mmcfd of imported gas into
the system since February 2017, which is being consumed
by power, fertiliser and cement plants, general industry
and compressed natural gas (CNG) ﬁlling stations. The
second LNG terminal with handling capacity of 600
mmcfd is currently being developed and it will be
commissioned in August this year. Two additional LNG
terminals, also planned to be built at Port Qasim, are
expected to be commissioned in the second and third
quarters of 2018.

Public gas utilities have asked the government to allow
Rs175-billion borrowing from commercial banks for
laying a third pipeline from Karachi to Lahore that will
transmit 1.2 bcfd of imported gas. These utilities are
already working on a pipeline augmentation project in a
bid to enhance the capacity of their networks to carry 1.2
bcfd of LNG for energy-starved consumers. According to
an ofﬁcial, the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural
Resources, as an alternative, is seeking allocation of Rs175
billion for the utilities from the gas infrastructure
development cess (GIDC) collection for building the
Karachi-Lahore pipeline.
Merchant Shipbuilding: Pakistan Plans to Develop
Gwadar Shipyard
Source: The Nation
31st July 2017
ISLAMABAD - Pakistan has unveiled plans to develop
Gwadar shipyard in order to promote merchant
shipbuilding in the country on fast-track basis to meet the
increasing national needs, sources said. Sources in the
Ministry of Ports and Shipping told The Nation that the
development of Gwadar shipyard to build new generation
commercial vessels would also enable Pakistan to compete
with other regional countries. The plan envisages
constructing ships of very large crude carrier and ultra
large crude carrier dimensions and mass, besides
establishment of two drydocks to handle up to 600,000
dead weight tonnage.
According to the sources, the proposed Gwadar
shipyard besides building the merchant ships would also
help promote building of barges, survey vessels and tugs to
support the ports‘ activities in the country. The sources
further said that some Chinese investors had also shown
their interest to invest in the proposed Gwadar shipyard
project. The development also aims at leaving Karachi
Shipyard and Engineering Works Limited (KSEW) to meet
the national defence needs.
Pakistan has so far been relying on the KSEW for
merchant shipbuilding since its inception is undergoing
infrastructure expansion and modernisation to uplift its
capacity to meet the increasing needs of the Pakistan
Navy. KSEW signed a $30 million deal with Norway-based
TTS Group for the Syncrolift ship lift-and-transfer system
that would link via rail the Syncrolift with 13 in-land
workstations, enabling the KSEW to expand its capacity
and ship turnover "by three times."
Karachi shipyard is the only shipyard and oldest heavy
engineering establishment of Pakistan, catering for
shipbuilding, ship repair and general heavy engineering. It
has played a historical role in transferring of technologies
and broadening the industrial base since its inception in
1957. Karachi shipyard had built numerous cargo ships, oil
tankers, tugboats and support vessels, landing crafts, naval
vessels and submarines.

Cosco leading Chinaʼs “Belt and Road” Drive
Source: International Shipping News
17th July 2017

China Cosco Shipping is poised to go on a fresh overseas
investment spree to secure ports and logistics hubs as part
of China‘s efforts to create its huge "Belt and Road"
economic zone aimed at increasing that country‘s inﬂuence
over distribution from Asia to Europe. The state-owned
shipping titan speciﬁcally plans to acquire a Spanish port
operator for 200 million euros ($228 million) and spend
$38 million to secure an inland logistics hub in Khorgos,
Kazakhstan. China Cosco Shipping, which was formally
established in February 2016 through the merger of China
Ocean Shipping (Group) and China Shipping (Group), is
now at the vanguard of the Belt and Road initiative.
Chinese President Xi Jinping has advocated the scheme,
as has the Chinese government, which hosted an
international conference on it for the ﬁrst time, in Beijing
in May. Riding the economic zone drive, Cosco has already
moved to secure overseas business footholds, acquiring the
Piraeus port in Greece and obtaining the rights to use
container terminals in the United Arab Emirates and the
Netherlands. Cosco is again accelerating its drive to expand
overseas operations as part of its growth strategy while
playing the role of trailblazer in the Belt and Road scheme.
Recently in Hong Kong, Cosco Shipping Holdings, a
major container transportation company of the Cosco
group, announced that it had offered to buy the major
shipping company Orient Overseas International, together
with Shanghai International Port Group, for HK$49.2
billion ($6.3 billion). The takeover will create the world‘s
third-largest shipping line by capacity as Beijing pushes to
raise China‘s proﬁle in global shipping.
Cosco Shipping Ports, a Cosco group company, signed
an agreement in June to acquire a 51% stake in Spanish
port operator Noatum Ports, securing its biggest foothold
at a port in the Mediterranean. Noatum Ports operates
terminals at ports such as the Valencia port, and railroad
terminals in Madrid and elsewhere. According to Cosco,
the Port of Valencia is one of the three biggest container
ports in the Mediterranean, and Noatum Ports owns the
biggest terminal there.
Marine Equipment Suppliers in Germany See Ray
of Hope on the Horizon
Source: Port News
17th July 2017
Marine and offshore equipment suppliers in Germany
have to make considerable efforts also this year to respond
to the continuing weak demand from other countries and
growing competition in global shipping markets.

Companies will deﬁnitely beneﬁt from developing new
markets, product innovations and digitalization and
networking as opportunity for the future."Our high-tech
sector with its more than 65,000 employees has still not
seen the end of the decline in incoming orders, but there is
a ray of hope on the horizon. We can say this because of the
ﬂexibility of marine and offshore equipment suppliers, as
well as the good economic data from the German
machinery and plant engineering industry that is now
becoming apparent," explains Dr. Alexander Nürnberg,
Chairman of VDMA – Marine Equipment and Systems.
"Overall mechanical engineering increased its forecast for
machine production in real terms to plus 3% in 2017.
However, this certainly does not apply to the maritime area
on average. Although last year sales declined only slightly
to €11.1 billion, incoming orders slumped signiﬁcantly by
14%. We predict that there will be no major improvement
for the sector as a whole also in 2017," says Nürnberg.
However, individual maritime markets and segments
are deﬁnitely optimistic: for ferries there is high demand in
the short and medium term, and the same applies for
electrical engineering systems and components, which with
the ongoing process of automation are absolutely vital for
the smooth, efﬁcient operation of ships and plants.
"It is to be hoped that in the medium term the gratifying
economic developments in the mechanical engineering
industry will also have a positive effect on the entire
maritime sector," emphasizes Nürnberg.
Dry Bulk Shipping Rates Flounder Despite Rising
Chinese Imports
Source: Nikkei
18th July 2017
Shipping prices of commodities are showing no signs of
rising despite growing imports of iron ore, coal and
soybeans by China, which has a huge inﬂuence on the
global shipping market. A steady stream of new vessels is
keeping capacity up, preventing prices from taking off. The
Baltic Dry Index (BDI), which measures a number of daily
time charter rates for different sizes of cargo ships, has
been hovering around 800 since June. The BDI was ﬁrst
published in January 1985 at a level of 1,000 points, and
reﬂects the rates that freight carriers charge to haul solid
commodities such as iron ore, coal, cement and grain.
After topping 1,300 at the end of March, the index has
been declining steadily since Mid-April. In particular, the
index for Capesize ships — the largest covered by the BDI
at about 170,000 deadweight tons and used mostly to move
iron ore — has remained low. Meanwhile, the average
charter hire rate has plunged 70% from its near-term peak
logged in late March. "Recently, freight rates for large bulk
carriers have been showing a close correlation with iron ore
prices," according to Tramp Data Service, a Tokyo-based
source of shipping information. Iron ore exports to China
from Brazil, Australia and other countries are typically

made under contracts that include freight costs. In other
words, resource companies pay for shipping. As iron ore
nosedived to below $60 per ton from above $90 in midMarch, major suppliers pressured shipping companies to
lower rates.

commercial ﬂexibility. In a separate announcement, Saudi
Arabia‘s shipping ﬁrm said that it signed an agreement
with France-based Bollore Logistics Sas to establish a joint
venture in Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, with share
capital of SAR 15 million (USD 3.9 million).

If shipping demand grows faster than supply due to
increased Chinese imports, however, the companies can
not be pressured. In fact, the BDI nearly doubled in slightly
over a month since mid-February as China increased iron
ore imports from Brazil and chartered many large vessels.
Ample capacityChina‘s iron ore imports, which topped 1
billion tons for the ﬁrst time last year, have risen again this
year. In addition to its growing steel production, China‘s
shift to imported iron ore, which contains more iron than
domestic ore, is driving the rise in imports.

The parties would increase the share capital to be SAR 30
million in three months from the date of incorporating the
joint venture, which will be engaged in total logistics
services including brokerage in freight forwarding and
transportation. Bahri will own 60% of the shareholding in
the joint venture while Bollore will own the remaining
40%. The companies expect to ﬁnalize the establishment of
the joint venture by the third quarter of 2017.

But this has not caused shipping prices to rise, as
growing capacity is keeping pace with demand. Some 90
Capesize cargo ships are on track for completion this year
while about 140 midsize Panamax vessels are readying for
service, according to Clarkson Research, a source for
shipping market information.
The numbers of ships that came online last year, when
the shipping industry was in a massive slump, were 104
and 117, respectively — indicative of the growing capacity.
Contributing to the ample capacity is that older ships are
remaining in service longer.
If concerns over weak car sales and infrastructure
investment in China increase, the long-term outlook of the
bulk shipping market looks even bleaker. The wild
ﬂuctuations in bulk shipping rates since last year reﬂect
market vulnerability due to the "lopsided dependence on
China," said shipping broker.
Bahri Adds New VLCC to Its Fleet
Source:World Maritime News
July 19, 2017
National Shipping Company of Saudi Arabia (Bahri)
has further expanded its ﬂeet with the addition of a
300,000-dwt very large crude carriers (VLCC) Aslaf. Bahri
took delivery of the new vessel at HHI‘s Mokpo shipyard in
South Jeolla Province, South Korea, bringing the number
of VLCCs in its ﬂeet to 39 while increasing its total ﬂeet size
to 86.
Built by Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI) in South Korea,
the new ship features a length of 330 meters and a width of
60 meters. “This marks yet another milestone for Bahri
and reinforces our preeminent position in the global oil
transportation industry,” Ali Al-Harbi, Acting CEO of
Bahri, said.
Aslaf is the third VLCC to join Bahri‘s ﬂeet this year
following the delivery of Amjad in February and Maharah
in June. This addition is part of the company‘s plan to
continue improving its operational excellence and

Sri Lanka Ports Authority to modernize Jaya
Container Terminal
Source; Hellenic Shipping News
20th July, 2017
Cabinet nod has been received to modernize the Jaya
Container Terminal (JCT) of the Sri Lanka Ports Authority
in order to improve the capacity of the terminal. Ports and
Shipping Minister Mahinda Samarasinghe said that this
will be phase V of the renovation of the terminal which will
allow the terminal to handle larger ships.
SLPA earlier initiated extension of JCT IV berth at Jaya
Container Terminal to enhance the capacity of the port to
accommodate mega container carriers now in operation.
The extension was expected to berth two 8,000 TEU
Container ships simultaneously at JCT III and JCT IV. Jaya
Container Terminal now has 4 container main berths and 2
feeder berths with 45.5 hectares of container terminal area.
Total pier frontage has 12 to 15 meter dredged depth
alongside.
Norway Leads Race to Build Tesla of the Seas
Source: The Wall Street Journal
24th July 2017
Two Norwegian companies are taking the lead in the
race to build the world‘s ﬁrst crewless, autonomously
operated ship, an advance that could mark a turning point
in seaborne trade. Dubbed by shipping executives the
"Tesla of the Seas," the Yara Birkel and now under
development is scheduled in late 2018 to start sailing
fertilizer 37 miles down a ﬁord from a production facility to
the port of Larvik. Using the Global Positioning System,
radar, cameras and sensors, the electric ship is designed to
navigate itself around other boat trafﬁc and to dock on its
own.
The vessel will cost $25 million, about three times as
much as a conventional container ship of its size, but its
backers say without need for fuel or crew it promises to cut
annual operating costs by up to 90%. The 100-container
ship is scheduled to be in the water toward the end of next
year, though initially it will be tested with a human at the

controls. The Birkeland is being jointly developed by
agriculture ﬁrm Yara International ASA and Kongsberg
Gruppen AS A, which builds guidance systems for civilian
and military uses.
Shipping executives say autonomous vessels will be
popular for short sea routes, but doubt they will replace
oceangoing ships that move thousands of containers across
continents with an average crew size of around 25. "It‘s not
a matter of technology, which is already there, but a
business case," said Lars Jensen, chief executive of Sea
Intelligence Consulting in Copenhagen. "Autonomous ships
are expensive to begin with, and have to be built very
robust, because if they break down, the cost of getting a
team to ﬁx them it in the middle of the ocean will be very
high."
In addition to reducing fuel and labor costs, the
Birkeland project is being pitched as a way to cut
emissions. The ship is expected to replace 40,000 truck
drives a year through urban areas in southern Norway, the
companies say. Ship operators increasingly are being asked
to introduce cleaner fuels when sailing close to populated
coastal areas, especially in the U.S. and Europe. "We want
to go zero emission," said Mr. Ostbo. "Even if some say
climate change is not reality, it‘s a business reality because
clean sources of energy are more affordable than fossil
fuels."
The Birkeland will become autonomous in stages. At
ﬁrst, a single container will be used as a manned bridge on
board. Then the bridge will be moved to shore and become
a remote-operation center. The ship will eventually run
fully on its own, under supervision from shore, in 2020.
"When the bridge goes on land, it will be something like
ﬂying a drone from a command center," said Kongsberg‘s
chief executive, GeirHaoy. "It will be GPS navigation and
lots of high-tech cameras to see what‘s going around the
ship."
The Norwegians aren‘t alone in looking into
autonomous shipping. British manufacturer Rolls-Royce
Holding PLC is investing in similar technology and plans to
launch robotic ships by 2020. The ﬁrst vessels will likely be
tugboats and ferries, with cargo ships that can sail through
international waters to follow.
NITC, Oil Research Institute Ink Contract on
Promoting Marine Fuel Quality
Source: Tehran Times
24th July 2017
National Iranian Tanker Company (NITC) and Iran‘s
Research Institute of Petroleum Industry signed a contract
for cooperation on promoting the quality of bunkering fuel
and reducing the pollutants, Shana news agency reported.
The contract was signed by SirousKianersi, the managing
director of NITC, and HamidrezaKatouzian, the chairman
of the Research Institute of Petroleum Industry.
Addressing the signing ceremony of the contract, Kianersi
said: "The International Maritime Organization (IMO)
requires all ships to use fuels with a maximum 0.5 percent
sulfur content as of January 1, 2020, and as there is a short

time to that date we decided to beneﬁt from the scientiﬁc
capabilities of the Research Institute of Petroleum Industry
to meet this target."
He expressed hope that cooperation between NITC and
the research institute will bring fruitful results in the
international level. Katouzian, for his part, said Iran should
play its part in promotion of fuel quality which has an
effective role in reducing pollution, and expressed hope
that this cooperation will continue.
Chinese Ship builders Sink into the Doldrums
Source: The Global Times
24th July 2017
The glory days seems to be over for the nation‘s
shipyards after a rough ﬁrst half, as companies face a wave
of challenges, including declining orders, rising difﬁculties
in fundraising and weak proﬁtability, recent industry data
showed. These trends are plaguing both the domestic and
global shipbuilding sectors, which face lackluster global
trade and overcapacity in the shipping industry, which
have combined to drag down demand for new ships,
experts noted.
In the ﬁrst half of 2017, new orders received by Chinese
shipbuilders plunged by 29 percent year-on-year in terms
of total estimated freight volume for the new ships,
according to data released by the China Association of the
National Shipbuilding Industry (CANSI) on Friday. The
order backlog fell by more than 30.5 percent year-on-year
as domestic shipbuilders completed orders 57.4 percent
more quickly than in the same period last year, the data
showed. With new orders dwindling, shipbuilding
companies are facing "severe challenges," as most
companies only have enough orders to keep them busy
through 2018, the CANSI said, adding that more shipyards
will be idle and some will face serious challenges to stay
open.
On top of declining orders, domestic shipbuilders also
face shrinking proﬁt margins amid intense competition on
prices and low utilization of shipyards, the organization
said. Rising labor costs might have also hurt the
proﬁtability problems of shipbuilders, experts added. Total
ﬁrst-half revenue for 80 major shipbuilders monitored by
the CANSI declined by 11 percent year-on-year 128 billion
yuan ($18.96 billion) and total proﬁt dropped 49 percent to
980 million yuan.
In addition, shipbuilders are under heavy cash ﬂow
pressures, and they face difﬁculties raising money because
of their weak performance, the CANSI said. "[These issues]
have not been fundamentally resolved and the stable
development of the shipbuilding industry faces major
challenges," it said. These issues will not be resolved in the
near term either, because the Chinese shipbuilding
industry relies heavily on international orders, which are
being depressed by lackluster global trade and overcapacity
among shipping companies, experts noted. "This is not an
issue unique to China. It‘s a global trend that is affected by
many things," Liu Wei, an analyst at Minsheng Financial

Leasing Co who specializes in the shipbuilding industry,
told the Global Times on Monday.
Port Sector Players to See Healthy Growth in
Cargo: Icra
Source: The Times of India
27th July 2017
Port sector players will continue to experience healthy
growth in cargo in the near term, rating agency Icra said
today. Over the medium to long term, cargo growth is
expected to gain further traction driven by domestic
requirements of coal for power and other sectors, crude oil,
for meeting domestic petroleum requirements and
containers, given the cost and logistical advantages
associated with containerisation, it said in a statement.
"Port sector players will continue to experience healthy
growth in cargo in the near term, albeit somewhat lower
compared to the recent ﬁscals, as revival in iron ore exports
and pick up in POL (petroleum, oil and lubricants) volumes
as well as impetus for coastal shipping will be partially
offset by lower coal imports following the increase in coal
production by Coal India Ltd," said K Ravichandran, Senior
Vice-President and Group Head, Corporate Ratings, Icra.
Moreover, cash accruals of the players will be supported
by steadily rising handling rates, barring the projects where
the tariff setting process is mired in litigations, he said.
During FY17, cargo throughput at major ports registered a
6.8 per cent growth to 648 MT as against 606 MT recorded
in the previous ﬁscal.
The uptick was supported by 164 per cent growth in iron
ore cargo volumes (50 MT against 19 MT) supported by a
resumption of mining operations in Goa, Karnataka
and Odisha as well as growth in POL and liquids (8 per
cent) and other cargo categories (10 per cent).
Sri Lanka Navy Welcomes Advanced Offshore
Patrol Vessel from Goa Shipyard
Source: Defence Aviation Post
29th July 2017
The Advanced Offshore Patrol Vessel (AOPV)
constructed at Goa Shipyard Limited (GSL) for the mission
requirement of the Sri Lanka Navy, arrived at the Colombo
harbour this Friday. Upon its arrival at the Colombo port,
the brand new vessel that is expected to join the SLN ﬂeet,
was warmly received by the Navy in compliance with naval
traditions. The ship is commanded by Captain (N)
NishanthaAmarosa and its crew consists of 18 ofﬁcers and
100 sailors. Subsequently, the Commander of the Navy,
Vice Admiral RavindraWijegunaratne made an inspection
visit onboard ship and supervised the functional and
operational aspects of the new AOPV.
The ship will be commissioned by the President and
Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces MaithripalaSirisena, at the Colombo harbour premises on 2nd August,
as SLNS Sayurala. This latest inclusion will go down in the
annals of Sri Lanka Navy as the ﬁrst ever OPV acquisition.

The ship underwent various trials and tests before she set
sail to her ﬁnal destination, Sri Lanka, to afﬁrm her
operational and patrolling capabilities.
The vessel saw the light of day at the GSL with the
signing of the contract on 17th February 2014. The
agreement included two Advanced Offshore Patrol Vessels
(AOPVs) for the Sri Lanka Navy and the production of the
ﬁrst AOPV began on 15th May 2014. The keel of the ﬁrst
vessel was laid on 10th Sep 2014 and was ceremonially
launched on 10th June 2016. The twin sister of this AOPV
which is currently being built by the same shipbuilder is
also scheduled to join SLN ﬂeet in the next year.
Asia Tankers–Owners of Modern VLCCs could See
Rates Blip in Market Under Pressure
Source: Reuters
29th July 2017
That came after S-Oil and Thai Oil ﬁxed VLCCs at W43
and W44.50 on Thursday. "W44.50 is a horrible rate," said
the Singapore broker. Freight rates could bounce again as
charterers ﬁx vessels to load crude from the Middle East in
the last 10 days of August. "There is a sliver of hope the
market that modern tonnage will tighten up," the
Singapore broker said. That came as brokers were busy this
week ﬁxing ships to load in the middle of August. "Owners
are slightly optimistic the market will pick up in September
which is why they are willing to ﬁx ships for fairly short
voyages," the Singapore broker said. "I don‘t see it myself.
Rates in September last year hit the lowest point for the
whole year. I think we are in a window of W45-55 until we
see a real uptick in October and November." Overall, the
crude tanker market remains under pressure due to
tonnage overcapacity, low levels of ship scrapping, oil
output cuts by producers and the seasonal summer lull in
demand, said Rachel Yew, commodity and freight analyst
at Ocean freight exchange.
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates said this
week they would curb or cut exports in line with OPEC
production targets. "The overall cut in Arabian Gulf crude
exports may potentially lead to a month-on-month fall of 67 percent in VLCC ﬁxtures (from the Middle East)," Yew
said in a report on Wednesday. The drop in exports is
already being felt in the VLCC market as charterers start
covering the August program, she added. Asian reﬁners are
expected to continue to import crude from the U.S. and
Latin America to offset cuts in the Middle East.
"Steady growth in long-haul trades from the Americas is
expected to lend support to ton-mile demand, helping to
offset some of the negative impact from the OPEC
production cuts," Yew added.
VLCC rates on the Middle East-to-Japan route hit
W49.5 on Thursday compared with W49.25 last week.
Rates on the West Africa-to-China route dropped to W51
on Thursday from W53.25 last week. Charter rates for an
80,000-deadweight tonnesAframax tanker from Southeast
Asia to East Coast Australia fell to around W86 on
Thursday compared with around W87.25 last week.

ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT (16 – 31 JULY 2017)
Date

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

18 July 17

259,138

33,424

292,562

19 July 17

98,062

27,384

125,446

21 July 17

167,282

36,026

203,308

22 July 17

133,494

26,698

160,192

23 July 17

104,572

28,875

133,447

25 July 17

311,980

56,770

368,750

28 July 17

177,755

32,422

210,177

29 July 17

100,826

21,244

122,070

ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM (16 – 31 JULY 2017)
Date

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

18 July 17

130,722

51,205

181,927

19 July 17

110,271

13,585

123,856

21 July 17

84,417

39,140

123,557

22 July 17

186,001

33,820

219,821

23 July 17

125,500

47,998

173,498

25 July 17

12,158

56,904

69,062

28 July 17

109,958

23,579

133,537

29 July 17

110,286

47,899

158,185
Source: Business Recorder

Analysis: Global Maritime Security Incidents Take
Downward Turn
Source: World Maritime News
18th July 2017
There was an overall 15% decrease in global maritime
security incidents in the ﬁrst half of 2017, compared with
the same period of 2016, according to Control Risks‘ latest
maritime analysis. As explained, the drop was in part
driven by a signiﬁcant decline in maritime piracy in the
Gulf of Guinea, which in 2016 experienced the highest
levels of piracy and armed robbery ever recorded in the
region.
Cargo and tanker vessels were involved in 38% of piracy
incidents. There was also a notable decline in kidnap
incidents from vessels in Southeast Asia compared to the
latter half of 2016, partly due to the successful efforts of the
Philippines military against the militant Abu Sayyaf Group
on land, reducing their capability to kidnap victims at sea,
according to Control Risks.
The global decrease in maritime security incidents has
occurred despite the spike in Somali pirate groups
targeting ships operating in the Horn of Africa region, and
the ongoing conﬂict in Yemen contributing to a growing
trend of incidents in the Southern Red Sea and Bab-el
Mandeb strait, where vessels have been targeted in violent
terrorist attacks.
Cormac Mc Garry, Maritime Risk Analyst at Control
Risks, commented that "the Gulf of Guinea has seen a
substantial decrease in piracy this year as Nigerian pirates
groups, which typically dominate regional statistics, have
not shown the same intent to venture far offshore or
beyond Nigerian waters like they did in 2016."
Indonesia is Protecting its South China Sea
Territory Against 'foreign' threats
Source :CNBC
18th July 2017
Southeast Asia's largest economy is defending its
maritime rights within the disputed South China Sea in a
perceived act against Chinese encroachment. Indonesia has
long maintained an exclusive economic zone in waters
claimed by Beijing, but unlike many of its neighbors, it's
never been a player in the long - simmering conﬂict that's
weighed on intra - Asian relations. China,Vietnam, the
Philippines, Malaysia, Brunei and Taiwanall assert
sovereign rights over parts of the South China Sea, which is
rich in resources and boasts key maritime routes.
Recent actions revealed Jakarta's heightened
commitment to safeguarding its boundary as Beijing
expands its footprint in the area. On Friday, President Joko
Widodo's administration renamed the northern side of its
economic zone, home to signiﬁcant oil and gas activity, as
the North Natuna Sea. That same day, Indonesia's military

signed a memorandum of understanding with the Ministry
of Energy and Mineral Resources to provide land and
maritime security for resource exploration activities.
Justifying the move, General Gatot Nurmantyo said
offshore drilling activities were often disturbed by "foreignﬂagged vessels," The Jakarta Post quoted him as saying.
Those foreign ships are widely believed to be Chinese. "This
is almost certainly aimed at protecting Indonesia's
sovereign rights in the vicinity of the Natunas from
encroachments by China, though of course Jakarta would
never name and shame China publicly," said Ian Storey,
senior fellow at Singapore-based think tank ISEASYusofIshak Institute. "As China's navy grows stronger, and
its large ﬁshing ﬂeets move further south in search of
lucrative ﬁsh stocks, Jakarta's concerns have grown, as well
as its determination to safeguard its maritime resources."
Friday's news is speciﬁcally designed to reassure oil and
gas companies operating in Indonesia's offshore energy
ﬁelds, Storey added.
China, the world's second-largest economy, has a deep
track record of disruptive behavior in the South China Sea.
Beijing has constructed artiﬁcial islands within the
Philippines' exclusive economic zone and in 2014, the
Chinese deployed an oil rig into waters claimed by
Vietnam."The Chinese have also disrupted Indonesia's
ﬁshery law enforcement operations," said Collin KohSwee
Lean, a research fellow at Nanyang Technological
University's maritime security program.
Risk analytics ﬁrm VeriskMaplecroft forecast a 24
percent chance of militarized disputes between Indonesia
and China in the next 12 months. However, Beijing may not
be Jakarta's sole concern. "Friday's MOU is a general
precaution against any potential foreign interference into
Indonesia's oil and gas activities, not necessarily just
China," Lean continued.
"Indonesia also has maritime boundary disputes with
other ASEAN countries, such as Vietnam. In the Celebes
Sea, Indonesia still has an unresolved dispute with
Malaysia over the Ambalat hydrocarbon block — the scene
of several naval standoffs in 2002 and 2009." Jakarta's
intensiﬁed defense in the South China Sea comes amid
similarly bold maneuvers from the Philippines and
Vietnam.
Piracy Watchdog Urges Rerouting Ships in SuluCelebes Sea as Sailors Killed
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
20th July 2017
With the Philippine-based terrorist group, the Abu
Sayyaf, executing three Vietnamese sailors this month, a
regional watchdog on piracy has urged the shipping
industry to exercise extreme caution and even re-route
their vessels to avoid the dangerous areas. "Although there
have been no new abductions since May, the situation is

not yet stable," ReCAAP Executive Director Masafumi
Kuroki said Tuesday during the release of its half-yearly
update on the status of piracy in Asia.
Regional Cooperation Agreement on Combating Piracy
and Armed Robbery against Ships in Asia, or ReCAAP, is
an anti-piracy watchdog. "We keep our advise to the
shipping industry to reroute the ships where possible
against the potential threat or otherwise remain very
vigilant," Kuroki said.
Earlier this month, the Abu Sayyaf group killed a
Vietnamese sailor in the Sulu village of Buhanginan. The
murder comes close on the heels of the beheading of two
other Vietnamese sailors in Basilan, where a total of six
were abducted in November last year from the ship MV
Royal. The twin tragedies for the Vietnamese come at a
time when countries along the Sulu and Celebes Sea have
come together to strengthen patrols for tackling the
menace of piracy and terrorism. The trend is signiﬁcant
because billions of dollars worth of commodities are
shipped on merchant vessels in the vicinity of the Sulu Sea
and Celebes Sea region, according to industry estimates.
A month ago, Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines,
or INDOMALPHI, launched a trilateral maritime patrol
agreement to face piracy, armed robbery against ships,
kidnapping of crew at sea and other transnational crime
along the shared borders of these countries. Nevertheless,
concern remains due to the threat from pirates, terrorists
and robbers. Since March last year, 59 crew members have
been abducted in the Sulu-Celebes Sea and waters off
Eastern Sabah, of which at least four were killed and 16 are
still in captivity. So far this year, three actual incidents and
four attempted incidents of abduction of crew from the
region have been reported. After abductions, ransom is
demanded by organizations such as the Abu Sayyaf group,
he said.
Indian Navy Lacks Institutional Framework to
Deal with Safety
Source: Millennium Post
21st July 2017
Indian Navy's ships and submarines were involved in 38
accidents between 2007-08 and 2015-16, adversely
affecting the operational preparedness of the force, the
Comptroller and Auditor General said in a report on
Friday.
The auditor said the accidents were primarily
attributable to ﬁre, explosion and ﬂooding, adding the
Navy had no institutionalized framework to deal with
safety since its inception. The report, tabled in the
Parliament, said a dedicated organization for dealing with
safety issues was setup by the Indian Navy in 2014.
However, it awaits government's sanction. The auditor said
the loss of a ship and submarine adversely affects the
operational preparedness of the Navy as acquisition of new
ships and submarines takes more than eight to 10 years. "It
is, therefore, imperative that Navy maintains its assets free
from accidents during peacetime evolutions. "Between
2007-08 and 2015-16, Indian Navy ships and submarines

were involved in 38 accidents, primarily attributable to ﬁre,
explosion, ﬂooding," the CAG said
Navy Is Underfunding Nuclear Research Says U.S.
Reps
Source: Reuters
22 July 2017
Two Democratic lawmakers urged the U.S. Energy
Department to move faster with a research program on
converting nuclear reactors in the Navy‘s submarines and
carriers from bomb-grade uranium to a safer fuel, a letter
viewed by Reuters showed.Last year, Congress approved $5
million in defense policy and spending bills for the Energy
Department‘s ofﬁce of Naval Reactors to research whether
naval reactors could convert to using low-enriched
uranium.
The fuel, enriched to under 20 percent uranium, is far
safer than what the Navy currently uses: highly enriched
uranium, or HEU, which is enriched to above 90 percent
and was originally produced for use in nuclear bombs. But
the National Nuclear Security Administration, part of the
Energy Department, has not transferred the money from
its Defense Nuclear Nonproliferation (DNN) ofﬁce to the
Naval Reactor ofﬁce, a move necessary for work to start,
said the letter dated June 26.
Democratic U.S. Representatives Jim Langevin and
Rick Larsen, members of the House of Representatives‘
Committee on Armed Services, have pushed for the
conversion of Navy ships to low-enriched uranium, saying
that doing so would reduce the risk of the fuel getting into
the hands of militants. In addition, if the United States
converts its ﬂeet, it could be used as an example to prevent
other countries that want to use HEU in their ﬂeets from
doing so.
"We are at a minimum disappointed with this
development," the lawmakers said in the letter addressed
to the National Nuclear Security Administration‘s head,
Frank Klotz. "We urge DNN to ensure this funding is
allocated as Congress intended." BWXT Nuclear
Operations Group Inc, a subsidiary of BWX Technologies
Inc, manufactures nuclear reactor components for the
Navy. The National Nuclear Security Administration did
not immediately respond to a request for comment on the
letter.
U.S. Navy Opens New Era With Commissioning of
Gerald R. Ford
Source:The New York Times
22th July 2017
With ﬂag-hoisting, gun-ﬁring, horn-blowing fanfare, the
United States Navy opened a new era on Saturday as it
commissioned the ﬁrst of a generation of more powerful,
technologically advanced aircraft carriers that will
transform the ﬂeet in decades to come.
President Trump presided over the commissioning
ceremony for the nuclear-powered Gerald R. Ford, the ﬁrst

in a new class of aircraft carriers in 42 years. Although the
carrier took longer to build and cost more than initially
expected, it nonetheless represented a milestone for the
Navy as it seeks to modernize in a world of ever-changing
national security challenges. "American steel and American
hands have constructed a 100,000-ton message to the
world: American might is second to none," Mr. Trump said
to a crowd on a sweltering below-deck hangar that will
transport warplanes to the world‘s danger zones. "And
we‘re getting bigger, better and stronger every day of my
administration, that I can tell you."
Named for the 38th president, the Ford is roughly the
same size as the Nimitz-class carriers welcomed into the
ﬂeet in 1975 by Mr. Ford, but it packs more punch. The
superstructure is smaller and farther back on the ship,
which will allow it to launch 33 percent more ﬂight
missions a day using a new catapult and landing system.
With nearly three times as much electricity, digital
navigation and touch-screen technology, the ship will have
a smaller crew and should save $4 billion over 50 years,
according to the Navy.
US Navy Fires Warning Shots at Iranian Ship
Source: The Atlantic
25th July, 2017
A US Navy patrol ship known as the USS
Thunderbolt ﬁred warning shots at an armed Iranian vessel
after the vessel came within 150 yards of it on Tuesday.
Both boats were stationed in the northern end of the
Persian Gulf, according to US defense ofﬁcials, who said
the Iranian vessel ignored repeated warnings from the US
ship. As the Iranian ship advanced toward
the Thunderbolt at a high speed, the Navy issued radio
communications, ﬂares, and ﬁve blasts from their ship‘s
whistle, signaling that the boats were headed toward a
collision. But US ofﬁcials claim that the Iranian ship, which
belongs to the nation‘s military, only halted its approach
after the Navy ﬁred two warning shots into the air at
around 3 p.m. local time on Tuesday.
The Navy has since described the incident as "an unsafe
and unprofessional interaction," arguing that the Iranian
vessel ignored the "rules of the road" and created "a risk for
collision." The Iranian military provided a much different
account to its state news agency on Tuesday, where it
claimed to have "foiled the US warship‘s provocative
move." The statement added that the warning shots from
the US aimed "to instigate and frighten the Iranian boat,"
which "continued its mission" before leaving the zone.
While it‘s common for US and Iranian ships to come
within close proximity of one another in the Persian Gulf,
it‘s far less common for the US to issue a warning shot. In
April, an Iranian military ship that came within 1,000
yards of the USS Mahan was accused of "unprofessional"
and "provocative" conduct, but did not elicit any ﬁre from
the US Aside from Tuesday, the last major conﬂict between
US and Iranian ships occurred in January, when the
Mahan ﬁred three warning shots at an approaching ﬂeet of
Iranian vessels. Before that, the USS Squall ﬁred multiple
warning shots into the water after an Iranian boat came
within 200 yards of it in August 2016.

Tuesday‘s incident marks the closest encounter between
a US ship and Iranian vessel in the Persian Gulf in at least a
year. The incident comes a week after the US slapped a new
round of sanctions on Iran over its ballistic-missile
program. A day before the sanctions, President Trump
certiﬁed that Iran was in compliance with a 2015 nuclear
agreement with the US and other world powers. Under the
agreement, the US administration must inform Congress of
the status of Iran‘s nuclear program every 90 days. Trump
has previously called the deal "the worst" ever and
expressed doubts over whether Iran will continue to
comply.
At a Tuesday night speech in Youngstown, Ohio, Trump
warned Iran that it could face "big, big problems" if it failed
to conform to the terms of the deal. Telling the crowd that
Iran had become "emboldened" by the agreement, Trump
repeated a pattern of issuing advisories to Iran at his
rallies. At a campaign event last year in Pensacola, Florida,
Trump directly referenced the close encounters between
US and Iranian ships in the Persian Gulf, telling supporters
that when the Iranian military "circle[s] our beautiful
destroyers with their little boats they will be shot out of the
water."
Fight against Piracy and Armed Robbery against
Ships in Asia Given a Boost with Cooperation
between ReCAAP Information Sharing Centre and
OCIMF
Source: Piracy and Security News
26th July 2017
The safety of navigation is vital to the safety, security
and economic activities of all stakeholders traversing sea
routes in Asia—the region with some of the busiest seas in
the world. Recognising this shared interest, the Regional
Cooperation Agreement on Combating Piracy and Armed
Robbery against Ships in Asia (ReCAAP) Information
Sharing Centre and Oil Companies International Marine
Forum (OCIMF) signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) on July 24, 2017 in London to boost the ﬁght
against piracy and armed robbery against ships in Asia.
The MOU will see the Information Sharing Centre of
ReCAAP, the ﬁrst regional government-to-government
agreement to promote and enhance cooperation against
piracy and armed robbery against ships in Asia, and
OCIMF, the foremost authority on the safe and
environmentally responsible operation of oil tankers,
terminals and offshore support vessels, cooperate to
safeguard the interests of ships and seafarers operating in
Asia.
Both parties will join hands to promote the partnership
between governmental organisations and the shipping
industry for the betterment of maritime safety by sharing
information, best practices and expertise.
The signing of the MOU builds on an existing
collaborative relationship between ReCAAP Information
Sharing Centre and OCIMF. In late 2015, ReCAAP
Information Sharing Centre and OCIMF, as well as other
stakeholders[1] formed a working group to develop a

comprehensive guide for shipowners and seafarers
operating in Asian waters. "The Regional Guide to Counter
Piracy and Armed Robbery against Ships in Asia," a direct
result of this working group, was published in February
2016 and has been disseminated broadly.
Russia, China wrap up joint naval exercise in Baltic
Sea
Source: TASS Russian News Agency
27th July 2017
Russian-Chinese naval exercise Joint Sea 2017 along the
Baltic Sea wound up on Thursday, Captain 1st Rank Roman
Martov, the ofﬁcial spokesman for Russia's Baltic Fleet told
TASS. "Ships of the Russian Navy and of the Chinese Naval
Force wrapped up their maneuvering under the program of
the active phase of the joint naval exercise in the Baltic
Sea," he said.
"The Baltic Fleet's corvettes Boykiy and Steregushchiy
have returned to their permanent base in the port of
Baltiysk in the Kaliningrad region." "The Chinese destroyer
Hefei, the frigate Yuncheng and the support ship Lomahu
are heading for St Petersburg to take part in the festivities
on the occasion of Russian Navy Day on July 30," Capt.
Martov said. During the course of maneuvers that took
place from July 25 through July 27, the seamen fulﬁlled all
the provisions of the exercise program. Speciﬁcally, the
crews conducted artillery ﬁring at waterborne and aerial
targets, using about 1,500 shells for the purpose.
Also, the Russian and Chinese seamen drilled assistance
to a distressed ship, as well as a search and rescue
operation of individuals in distress on the high seas. "They
had to fulﬁll the tasks of the exercise‘s active phase amid
complicated weather conditions, as gusts of wind reached
15 meters per second in the central water area of the Baltic
and the heaving of the sea was rough," Capt. Martov said.
Crews of a Norwegian frigate, a Swedish corvette and a
French reconnaissance aircraft watched the progress of the
maneuvers. "The joint staff of the exercise will sum up the
results of the drills later," Capt. Martov said.
Italy takes over command of counter-piracy
mission Atalanta
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
29 July, 2017
Italian Navy Rear Admiral Fabio Gregori took over
command of the EU counter-piracy operation Atalanta
from Spanish Navy Rear Admiral Rafael FernándezPintado during a ceremony in Djibouti on July 27. EU
NAVFOR‘s deputy operation commander, Rear-Admiral
Alfonso Pérez de Nanclares (Spanish Navy), also attended
the ceremony. The outgoing commander led the operation
from aboard the Spanish Navy landing platform dock ESPS
Galicia which took part in the operation for the fourth time.
During their counter-piracy patrols the crew took the
opportunity to meet Somali ﬁshermen and local dignitaries
to explain EU NAVFOR‘s mission to protect World Food
Programme ships, deter acts of piracy and monitor ﬁshing
activity.

The new mission commander, Rear Admiral Gregori and
his Force HQ staff will be aboard the Italian FREMM
frigate ITS Fasan over the course of next four months. Rear
Admiral Gregori stated: "Under my command EU NAVFOR
crews will continue the excellent work achieved by the 25th
rotation. By working with our EU colleagues, other
counter-piracy task forces, independent deployers and
regional states, we will play our part to help keep the
waters of the Gulf of Aden and Indian Ocean safe for
seafarers."
Russia ﬂaunts military might across the world with
Navy Day celebrations
Source: CNN
31st July, 2017
Russia's full naval might was on display Sunday as the
country celebrated its annual Navy Day in multiple time
zones, with parades and demonstrations held in all four
corners of its vast territory, as well as at Russian bases
abroad -- including in Syria and in annexed Crimea. The
celebrations began in the far eastern city of Vladivostok,
where dozens of navy vessels and submarines from the
country's Paciﬁc Fleet put on a public display, according to
Russian state media.
The scale of the Navy Day celebrations is
"unprecedented," according to military analyst Tyler
Rogoway, and along with a huge parade held by China's
armed forces the same day, a "reminder of rising global
military competition" faced by the US. Celebrations were
also held on the other side of the country in Baltiysk, the
western base of Russia's Baltic Fleet.
Other celebrations included the display of the navy's
ﬂagship aircraft carrier, the Admiral Kuznetsov, near its
base in the northern city of Severomorsk. The main events
of the day were carried out in St. Petersburg, where
Russian President Vladimir Putin oversaw a parade
featuring 50 combat ships and submarines, and a further
40 aircraft. More than 5,000 sailors from the Baltic, Black
Sea, Northern, Paciﬁc ﬂeets and the Caspian Flotilla
participated in the parade.
The celebrations came as US Vice President Mike Pence
visited Estonia, the ﬁrst leg of an Eastern European trip
that will also take him to Georgia and Montenegro to show
US support for them and NATO in the face of what the
administration has called Russia's destabilizing activities in
Ukraine and elsewhere.
Several carrier-based Su-33 and MiG-29K ﬁghter jets,
recently deployed in operations in Syria, took part in an
aerial display, according to Russia Today. The state media
outlet reported that Putin announced the addition of 30
new vessels to the Russian ﬂeet in the coming year.
Two Chinese warships, the guided-missile destroyer
Hefei and frigate Yuncheng, also took part in the main
celebration in St. Petersburg. The presence of the vessels is
a "major symbol of the deepening military ties between
Moscow and Beijing," according toRogoway, the military
analyst. The presence of the vessels intrigued Russians and
were a source of pride for expatriate Chinese living and
working in Russia.

Shipping: Commoditiesʼ Pricing Trends During
First Half of 2017 a Mixed Bag Says Shipbroker
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
17th July, 2017
The shipping industry is directly linked with the prices
of raw materials and commodities like oil, iron ore and
coal, since they are the key ingredient to the products‘
trading and as such, their transportation. As such, the
evolution of pricing trends this year is key to understanding
future demand for shipping services. In its latest weekly
report, shipbroker Intermodal said that "having just passed
the second quarter of 2017, it is interesting to take a look at
the performance of the commodity market and how certain
commodities acted during this time. It is worth delving
further into the S&P‘s GSCI course over the past 6 months
which exhibited a 10% decrease in the index over the past 6
months. It has been a harsh year for mainly the energy
components which are down in the ﬁrst 2 quarters.
Livestock components are fairing very well, Industrial
metals are mostly up, precious metals are marginally up
and agricultural products are mixed with the glaring
exception of sugar which exhibited the largest decrease for
the period (~33%)", said Intermodal.
According to Cotzias Intermodal‘s Commercial
Executive, Mr. LinosKogevinas, "the oil market has left
bullish players nervous after the recent spike on the Brent
and WTI indices was quickly reversed over the weekend
with respective 5.22%/4.93% decreases. This continues this
quarter‘s trend closing at about -17% from the end of Q1
and reaching similar levels to a year ago (+1.23% for Brent
and -1.16% for the WTI). While the OPEC production cuts
agreed upon were mostly abided by for the ﬁrst 2 quarters,
they were countered by increases in production in the
States, Brasil and for certain OPEC countries over the past
couple of months in addition to Russia‘s announced
opposition to any future production cuts also add to the
oversupply angst. Despite what looked like a strong
demand outlook for the near future, the overall weak
market conditions further dampen expectations for the
long term", he noted.
Meanwhlie, "natural gas, which has been a growing
industry over the past decade and now makes up 6% of the
energy index, showed the least decline during the same
period at -6.98% (+8.12% year-on-year). This is mostly
attributed to increasing US exports and a stable
production. Coal has continued a stellar run over the past
year gaining ~10% over the past quarter and ~41% over the
past year. This comes even amidst worrying news for the
commodity‘s future such as Coal India‘s closing down of 37
(around 9% of its total capacity) of its mines and their
consequent announcement of their intent to focus on
renewables. With the plummeting prices for renewable
energy coupled with technological and governmental
incentives already skewing strategic planning away from
proposed investments in the sector, this will likely prove a
sore point for coal going forward", Kogevinas said.

Iron ore closed at $ 64.29 continuing it‘s mostly stable
course over the past week (+2%). However, even with the
recent spike in iron ore prices, the past quarter has not
been particularly kind to Iron Ore with losses of about 16%
for the period at least partly due to the increases in
Australian and Brasilian productions serving to curb the
enthusiasm that was prevalent during the start of the year.
To conclude, commodities have had a tumultuous course
over the past year. The coming second half of the year is
sure to bring further surprises for traders and it will be
crucial to be vigilant for any developments that may have a
signiﬁcant impact on the markets", Intermodal concluded
Building new Marine Economy
Source: China Daily
17th July, 2017
After delivering frigates to naval forces of Algeria and
Pakistan, and mega-container ships, liqueﬁed natural gas
or LNG carriers and vehicle carriers to shipowners in the
United States, Norway, Denmark, Germany and Singapore,
Chinese shipyards have recently made inroads into the
high-end ship segment, to compete with their South
Korean competitors.
What's facilitating that trend is the "marine economy",
whose meaning has widened in recent times to include
industries like shipping, ﬁshing, aquaculture, oil and gas.
Marine economy now includes sectors such as marine
chemistry, biomedicine, ocean power, seawater use, marine
tourism, ocean engineering and construction. A large
variety of vessels serve these industries and sectors.
Conventional vessels like bulk ships and ore carriers are no
longer the kings of the marine economy transport system.
The new-age marine economy has created new
opportunities for shipyards. More so for Chinese shipyards
because of the Belt and Road Initiative.
Many economies participating in the initiative are seeking
to develop trade, regional connectivity, offshore energy,
tourism and other service businesses via the 21st Century
Maritime Silk Road. Additional demand for ships is coming
from China's increasing resource deployment into high-end
manufacturing as part of the Made in China 2025 strategy.
Clarksons: VLGC Earnings 42 Pct below Trend
Source: World Maritime News
17th July, 2017
Very large gas carriers (VLGC) have seen their
earnings dwindle 42 percent below trend, as the tanker
market moved into negative territory in the ﬁrst half of this
year, Clarksons Research reported in a half-year review.
“The larger ships are feeling the biggest correction as ﬂeet
growth, particularly on the crude side, remains rapid and
oil trade growth slows. Aside from a small pickup in the

LNG market in recent weeks, the gas markets remain
weak,” Clarksons claims. ” Some increased activity, project
sanctioning and investor interest has not yet taken
offshore off the „naughty step.'”

at China‘s Dalian shipyard, scheduled to be delivered in
July 2017.

Ro-Ro seems to be the only sector above trend earning
USD 18,458/day for a 3,500 lm vessel, 42 percent above
trend. Interest in ferry and cruise ship construction,
including expedition ships, remains ﬁrm, with a record
orderbook of USD 44.2bn.

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
25 July, 2017

Bulker earnings remain below trend, deﬁned as the
average since the ﬁnancial crisis, but are showing signs of
improvement. Capesize spot earnings moved from an
average of USD 4,972/day in 1H 2016 to USD 13,086/day
(75 percent below trend versus 33 percent below trend),
Clarksons‘ data shows.
“Indeed, based on the ﬁrst quarter alone, Panamax
earnings moved above trend for the ﬁrst time since 2014
and we have certainly seen lots of S&P activity,” the
review further adds.
“The containership sector has responded to the Hanjin
bankruptcy with another wave of consolidation (the top
ten liner companies now operate 75 percent of capacity)
and some improvements, albeit with lots of volatility, in
freight rates. Improved volumes, demolition and the realignment of liner networks, helped improve charter rates
and indeed feeder containerships rates have moved above
trend for the ﬁrst time since 2011. Although some gains
have been eroded moving into the summer, fundamentals
for both these sectors suggest improvements in coming
years but it may be a bumpy road!”
Clarksons is projecting full year growth of 3.4 percent
(to 11.5bn tonnes and 57,000bn tonne-miles), with overall
ﬂeet growth of 2.3 percent still below trend but an increase
on 1H 2016 (1.6%). Despite a pick-up in newbuild ordering
to 24m dwt (up 27 percent y-o-y), this remains 52 percent
below trend.
Report: Fortune Ocean Eyes Up to Six New Bulkers
Source: World Maritime News
24th July, 2017
China‘s dry bulk owner Fortune Ocean Shipping is
looking to expand its ﬂeet with up to six new bulk carriers
to be built by its compatriot yard. Namely, the company
placed four ﬁrm orders with Tianjin Xingang at a price of
USD 23.5 million a piece.
The contract for 82,000 dwt Panamax bulkers includes
two more options, according to data provided by
VesselsValue. Under the deal, reportedly signed on July 21,
the parties said that the new ships, including the options if
exercised, would be delivered by the end of 2018.
The newbuilding orders have a market value of around
USD 21.4 million. Once delivered, these will become a part
of Fortune Ocean Shipping‘s ﬂeet of 17 bulk carriers. The
company also has one Ultramax bulker currently on order

Chinaʼs LNG Imports Jump in H1

China increased liqueﬁed natural gas (LNG) imports in
the ﬁrst half (H1) of 2017, as part of an effort to clean up its
coal-dominated energy mix. The LNG channeled into the
world‘s biggest energy consumer rose 38.3 percent year on
year to 15.89 million tonnes in the January-June period,
according to data released by the General Administration
of Customs on July 23.
The growth rate is higher than the 21.2-percent increase
registered in the same period last year, partly encouraged
by the lowering policy barriers for LNG from the United
States to enter the Chinese market. The country had
already imported 400,000 tons of US gas in the ﬁrst ﬁve
months, in sharp contrast to zero a year ago, Vice-Premier
Wang Yang said on July 18 during his visit to the United
States. The country‘s demand for natural gas is on the rise
as the government eyes the clean fuel to help gradually
replace dirtier coal. Coal consumption accounted for 59.8
percent of China‘s overall energy use in H1. Measures have
been taken to encourage imports and explore the potential
of domestic shale gas reserves.
Pipeline networks for natural gas will be expanded to
104,000 km by 2020, a substantial improvement from
64,000 km in 2015. The ﬁgure will go up to 163,000 km in
2025, when all Chinese cities with more than half a million
residents will have the access. The government plans to
increase the proportion of natural gas in energy
consumption from the current 5.9 percent to around 10
percent by 2020, and to 15 percent by 2030.
Mega-Boxships to Form Majority of Asia - Europe
Capacity
Source: Seatrade Maritime News
25th July, 2017
With the number of ultra-large container vessels of
18,000 teu and over set to nearly double from 58 to 105
over the next couple of years they will form the majority of
capacity on the Asia – Europe trade by end 2018.
Consultants SeaIntel Maritime Analysis said that there
were currently 58 vessels of 18,000 teu or more in service,
which have a deployment share of 35% of the capacity on
the Asia – Europe trade. Lines have almost exclusively
deployed 18,000 teu plus boxships on the Asia – Europe
trade.
With 47 more ultra-large containerships due to be
delivered predominately in 2017 and 2018 SeaIntel
assumes that with a 5% growth of the Asia – Europe trade
18,000 teu and larger boxships will account for 61% of
capacity on the trade by the end of 2018. This move is not
all good news SeaIntel believes with it likely to put both
pressure on freight rates due to lower slot rates and put
pressure on port and terminals on the Asia – Europe trade.

The ultra-large container vessels lead to an increase in
massive bursts of containers to be handled at once, rather
than being spread across the week, which can pose a major
challenge to ports and terminals, and downstream on the
hinterland," said Alan Murphy ceo of SeaIntel.

ASEAN member. Negotiations for a joint exploration had
"peaked" during Duterte's visit to Beijing in May where he
told Chinese President Xi Jinping that he intended to drill
for oil in the South China Sea, according to
Cayetano.Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi, visiting Manila
on Tuesday, said Beijing was open to joint development.

Philippines to Consult ASEAN on Joint China Sea
Oil Search

Qatar Makes Legal Complaint to WTO over Gulf
Trade Boycott

Source: Daily Mail
26th July 2017

Source: The Guardian
31st July, 2017

Philippines President Rodrigo Duterte has softened the
policy opposing China's claims -- which expand to nearly the
entire South China Sea -- causing alarm among
neighbouring Southeast Asian countries, which also hold
partial claims. The Philippines tried Wednesday to reassure
Southeast Asian neighbours about its proposal to partner
with Beijing in oil exploration in the disputed South China
Sea, promising to consult them on any plans.

Qatar has ﬁled a wide-ranging legal complaint at the
World Trade Organisation to challenge a trade boycott by
Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and United Arab Emirates, Qatar‘s
WTO representative Ali Alwaleed al-Thani has told
Reuters. By formally "requesting consultations" with the
three
countries,
the
ﬁrst
step
in
a
trade
dispute, Qatar triggered a 60-day deadline for them to
settle the complaint or face litigation at the WTO and
potential retaliatory trade sanctions.

President Rodrigo Duterte has softened his predecessor's
policy opposing China's claims -- which expand to nearly the
entire sea -- causing alarm among neighbouring Southeast
Asian countries, which also hold partial claims.On Monday
Duterte said his government was in talks with China over
joint drilling for natural resources in the sea, reversing years
of tensions.

"The consultation request is to discuss and clarify the
legality of these measures and ﬁnd a way to bring them into
conformity with their commitments," Thani said. "We have
always called for dialogue, for negotiations, and this is part
of our strategy to talk to the members concerned and to
gain more information on these measures, the legality of
these measures, and to ﬁnd a solution to resolve the
dispute."

But Foreign Secretary Alan Peter Cayetano said
Wednesday the Philippines would consult its nine fellow
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) members
about the proposal."It will not be a unilateral action from the
Philippines because the premise of the president is peace
and stability, and unilateral action by anybody leads to
destabilisation," he told reporters."There will also have to be
consultations with the whole ASEAN because we want to
keep the stability there."

The boycotting countries have previously told the WTO
that they would cite national security to justify their actions
against Qatar, using a controversial and almost
unprecedented exemption allowed under the WTO rules.
The text of Qatar‘s complaint sent to each country cites
"coercive attempts at economic isolation" and spells out
how they are impeding Qatar‘s rights in the trade in goods,
services and intellectual property.

Duterte, 72, has played down his country's maritime
dispute with China in favour of billions of dollars in trade
and investment from Beijing.He has also refused to use as
leverage a UN-backed tribunal's ruling last year which
rejected Beijing's claims to most of the sea.His predecessor
Benigno Aquino had sought the ruling and in 2015
suspended Philippine exploration activities at Reed Bank,
where Manila's claims overlap those of China.Under Aquino
the Philippines had forcefully challenged China through
legal and diplomatic avenues including ASEAN events.
Aquino rallied ASEAN to put up a united front against
Beijing's reclamation and island-building activities in the sea
-- a policy that Duterte reversed.

The complaints against Saudi Arabia and the UAE run
to eight pages each, while the document on Bahrain is six
pages. There was no immediate reaction from the three to
Qatar‘s complaint, which is likely to be circulated at the
WTO later this week. The disputed trade restrictions
include bans on trade through Qatar‘s ports and travel by
Qatari citizens, blockages of Qatari digital services and
websites, closure of maritime borders, and prohibitions on
ﬂights by Qatari aircraft.
The complaint does not put a value on the trade boycott,
and Thani declined to estimate how much Qatar could seek
in sanctions if the litigation ever reached that stage, which
can take two to ﬁve years, or even longer, in the WTO
system. "We remain hopeful that the consultations could
bear fruit in resolving this," he said.

At an April summit ASEAN under Duterte's
chairmanship released a statement that failed to condemn
China's push to control most of the sea. The South China Sea
will be on the agenda as Cayetano meets his ASEAN
counterparts in Manila next week. Cayetano refused to say if
the joint China-Philippines oil and gas exploration would be
in speciﬁc areas of the sea also claimed by ASEAN members
Vietnam, Malaysia and Brunei.

The WTO suit does not include Egypt, the fourth
country involved in the boycott. Although it has also cut
travel and diplomatic ties with Qatar, Egypt did not expel
Qatari citizens or ask Egyptians to leave Qatar. Thani
declined to explain why Egypt was not included. "Obviously
all options are available. But we have not raised a
consultation request with Egypt yet," he said.

Taiwan also claims almost the entire area, which is
believed to sit atop vast oil and gas reserves, but is not an
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are all in agreement that the partnership with Jiangsu will
add value to the commercial and industrial activities at
Khalifa Port Free Trade Zone."

Qatar is also raising the boycott at a meeting of the UN
International Civil Aviation Organisation on Monday,
Thani said. Many trade diplomats say that using national
security as a defence risks weakening the WTO by
removing a taboo that could enable countries to escape
international trade obligations. Thani said governments
had wide discretion to invoke the national security defence
but it had to be subject to oversight.

In addition to the signing ceremony, representatives
from ﬁve Chinese tenant companies announced their plans
to invest in the lease space, including Hanergy Thin Film
Power Group, Jiangsu Fantai Mining Development (Group)
Co. Ltd., Xuzhou Jianghe Wood Co. Ltd., Jiangsu Jinzi
Environmental Technology Co. Ltd., and Guangzheng
Group, it added. The five companies signed with JOCIC as
the frontrunners in taking advantage of the agreement‘s
highly competitive trade beneﬁts. Combined, the new
tenants will inject over a billion dirhams into KPFTZ,
creating over 1,400 jobs, broadening the ﬁnancial and
physical scope of the zone while bolstering its ties to the
"Belt and Road" initiative.

"If it is self-regulating, that is a danger to the entire
multilateral trading system itself. And we believe the WTO
will take that into consideration."
Abu Dhabi Ports Signs Major Investment Deal with
China Firm
Source:Trade Arabia News Service
31st July, 2017

China is the UAE‘s second largest trading partner and
the biggest exporter to the UAE. The UAE is considered a
gateway to about 60 per cent of China‘s exports to regional
markets at an annual volume of exchange of $70 billion.
Lixin said: "Jiangsu and Abu Dhabi are highly
complementary to each other in terms of natural
endowment, economic structure and industrial systems,
bearing the common wishes to speed up industrial
structural
adjustment
and
promote
economic
transformation and upgrading."

Abu Dhabi Ports today (July 31) signed a 50-year
Musataha agreement with China‘s Jiangsu Provincial
Overseas Cooperation and Investment Company Limited
(JOCIC) for setting up projects in Khalifa Port Free Trade
Zone (KPFTZ). The projects are expected to bring in
investments worth Dh1.1 billion ($299.48 million) into the
free zone. Abu Dhabi Ports is the master developer,
operator and manager of the emirate's commercial and
community ports as well as Khalifa Industrial Zone. Dr
Sultan Ahmed Al Jaber, Minister of State and chairman of
Abu Dhabi Ports, signed a cooperation agreement with
Huang Lixin, executive vice Governor of Jiangsu Provincial
People‘s Government, said a statement. The agreement
with Jiangsu Province was signed to strengthen economic
ties and build investment projects through joint
opportunities for both the UAE and Chinese economies, it
said.

Al Shamisi said: "The Musataha agreement between
Abu Dhabi Ports and JOCIC is one of the largest-ever lease
agreements for Kizad to date. This investment will drive
trade relations with Jiangsu and accelerate investment in
industrial assets in Abu Dhabi."
The Musataha agreement between Abu Dhabi Ports and
JOCIC will attract foreign investment into Abu Dhabi – an
ideal environment for investment opportunities due to the
competitive advantages KPFTZ enjoys, including its
strategic location, world-class infrastructure and logistics
solutions, said a statement.

Captain Mohamed Juma Al Shamisi, CEO of Abu Dhabi
Ports; PengXiangfeng, president of China Jiangsu
International ETCG; and LuoHua, general manager of
Jiangsu Province Overseas Cooperation and Investment
Company were the signatories of the lease agreement, it
added.

The lease promises to start a long-term, beneﬁcial
relationship between the two entities. It also includes the
option for China-UAE Industrial Capacity Cooperation
(Jiangsu) Construction Management Co., Ltd. to establish
and develop a further 107,639,100-sq-ft of free zone at
Kizad Area B to meet additional demand by Jiangsu
province businesses.

Under the terms of the agreement, China-UAE
Industrial Capacity Cooperation (Jiangsu) Construction
Management Co, a UAE company newly established by
JOCIC, will occupy and develop approximately 23.7million-sq-ft of the free trade zone for companies from the
Chinese province of Jiangsu, said the statement. This
represents 2.2 per cent of the available free zone space in
Kizad‘s newly allotted KPFTZ area, it said. Al Jaber said:
"This investment agreement, which is in line with the
directives of our wise leadership, marks a new step – in
trade and partnership – to strengthen the ties between our
two countries, the UAE and China." Al Jaber continued:
"This agreement further cements our friendship with
China, with economic development as our mutual goal. We

These signings are a culmination of the efforts to grow
investments and create more successful partnerships
between the UAE and China as trade and economic
relationships between the two countries strengthen as part
of the 'Belt and Road‘ and 'Maritime Silk Road‘ initiatives,
it stated.
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GMS: Pakistan to Tighten Scrapping Rules for
Tankers

will be able to enhance our offering and leverage BV‘s
expertise in vessel performance.‘

Source: World Maritime News
18th July, 2017

TihomirKezic, Bureau Veritas‘ Regulatory Services
Director, said, 'By joining forces with Ascenz we are able to
provide solutions to shipowners that connect compliance
with performance management to help ensure efﬁciency
and environmental performance as well as safe operations.‘
Shipulse‘sCarbonComply
module
supports
MRV
monitoring and reporting requirements. As an EU MRV
Recognized Organization, Bureau Veritas recognizes
Ascenz‘s "CarbonComply‘ module.‘

Pakistani shipbreaking yards, which are currently
closed to for tankers following accidents on uncleaned FSU
and LPG earlier this year, could start receiving such vessels
but with greater restrictions. Namely, rumors persist of an
imminent reopening to tankers with far greater restrictions
on tanker cleanliness prior entry into Gadani, according
to GMS, a cash buyer of ships for recycling. GMS added
that the rules for cutting a wet ship in India and
Bangladesh are far more stringent than many of the
international gas free standards.

CarbonComply enables automated monitoring and
reporting of ship CO2 emissions under EU-MRV regulation
requirements. Reporting is a natural output of the Shipulse
fuel consumption data and performance analysis. A unique
capability of CarbonComply is to register voyages
automatically without the need for manual calculations to
breakdown fuel consumption or emissions on a per voyage
basis.

“This would be an ideal opportunity to remind tanker
owners that gas free for hot works standards means that
all cargo / cargo residues, slops and sludges would have
to be completely cleaned from all cargo and slop tanks,
right down to the ladders, handrails and cargo
pipelines,” GMS said.

Furthermore, the system is able to detect and classify
different voyage stages such as sea passages, maneuvering,
drifting and to identify when a ship is either moored or at
anchor. This then allows for greater granularity from
proﬁling emissions associated with a sea passage versus
that from time spent when anchored.Ultimately,
CarbonComply makes the monitoring and reporting
process for EU-MRV compliance more efﬁcient for
shipowners and helps shipowners address their risk of noncompliance.

Now that the Bangladeshi budget has ﬁnally
been withdrawn and clarity has emerged on the Pakistani
budget as well, the ongoing reticence from ship recyclers
has turned into a renewed aggression to acquire fresh units
and some of the empty plots are swiftly being booked with
choice tonnage. The supply of tankers into the Indian subcontinent recycling markets continued at pace for another
week as several more high proﬁle sales, including two
VLCCs, materialized

PLA Navy Operations Abide by International law:
Experts

Bureau Veritas and Ascenz Join Forces in Ship
Performance Agreement

Source:Global Times
23rd July, 2017

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
20th July, 2017

Western countries' use of the legitimate presence of
Chinese naval ships in international waters to preach their
"China threat" theory will not affect China's operations,
Chinese military experts said. A Chinese navy ship, which
Western countries claim is a "spy" ship, sailed off the
Australian coast near large war games between the US,
New Zealand and Australian militaries, Reuters reported
Saturday, citing a statement from the Australian Defense
Force (ADF).The Chinese ship remained outside Australian
territorial waters but was inside the Australian Exclusive
Economic Zone in the Coral Sea, the ADF's statement
said. "The vessel's presence has not detracted from the
exercise's objectives," Reuters quoted the ADF as
saying.The biennial joint military exercise Talisman Sabre
involves more than 30,000 defense personnel from the
three countries, which will end in late July, Reuters
reported."Calling China's navy vessel a 'spy' ship to
monitor military drills is an exaggeration, claim since the
sailing of the Chinese ship inside the Australian Exclusive
Economic Zone is consistent with international law," Li Jie,
a Beijing-based naval expert, told the Global Times on
Sunday. Li said that Chinese ships usually sail in

Bureau Veritas and Singapore based Ascenz have signed
a memorandum to provide ship performance and
monitoring solutions to shipowners world-wide. The
agreement will enable Bureau Veritas to offer Shipulse,
Ascenz‘s solution for real time ship performance and
monitoring. Shipulse captures critical shipboard data to
provide insights for better decision making, fuel savings
and optimized vessel performance. The data captured
covers fuel consumption, bunkering activity, engine, hull
and propeller performance.
Bureau Veritas will market Shipulse across its network
to offer complementary services and analysis tools based
on ship modelling capabilities, data analysis across ﬂeets,
and the ability to integrate BV software – such as weather
routing and trim optimization – with Shipulse.
Chia YoongHui, CEO, Ascenz said, 'The key value of
Shipulse is to bring critical performance information as
accurately and seamlessly as possible to shipowners. We
are excited that through this co-operation agreement we
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international waters or within exclusive economic zone of a
country for peaceful purposes, such as for oceanographic
research, which will not threaten regional security. This
was not the ﬁrst time that Western media speculated about
Chinese naval ships. On July 14, CNN quoted US ofﬁcials
as saying that a Chinese "spy" ship had sailed in
international waters off the coast of Alaska to observe the
Terminal High Altitude Area Defense missile defense
system test."Western countries like the US are trying to
hype the 'China threat' theory and continue its rebalance to
the Asia-Paciﬁc region," Li said, adding that China's
normal operations will not be obstructed.

The Combined Maritime Forces (CMF) published new
guidance to vessels operating in the Red Sea and Gulf of
Aden on 16 July 2017. Their press release refers to the
ongoing conﬂict in Yemen and highlights recent attacks
against two tankers in the approaches to the Bab-elMandeb, both conducted by small boats during daylight
hours. While the CMF do not expect merchant vessels to be
targeted by the forces ﬁghting in Yemen, they emphasise
that there may be a risk of collateral damage to commercial
shipping which should not be ignored.
The CMF press release and guidance is available here
and Members and clients with vessels operating in the Red
Sea and Gulf of Aden are advised to take the following
recommendations into account when conducting voyage
planning:

Italy Seeks “Code of Conduct” for NGO Ships as
Death Toll Rises
Source: Reuters
25th July, 2017
The Italian government on Tuesday threatened to shut
humanitarian groups that operate migrant rescue ships in
the Mediterranean out of the country‘s ports if they do not
sign a "code of conduct." Italy fears that the ships are
making it too easy for smugglers to operate and that they
act as an incentive for migrants who want to reach Europe.
An Italian court has also suggested they collude with Libyabased smugglers, which the charities deny.







Italy‘s coastguard coordinates all rescues off the coast of
Libya, which has been shattered by years of civil war.
Almost 100,000 have been brought to Italy this year,
adding to the half a million brought over the three previous
years. As a high-ranking Interior Ministry ofﬁcial
illustrated the 12-point document that charities fear will
limit their capacity to save lives, one of the groups,
Proactiva Open Arms, recovered 13 bodies off the Libyan
coast.

vessels transiting northbound, from the Gulf of Aden to the
Red Sea, are advised to pass through the area between 44 00
East in the Gulf of Aden and 13 00 N in the Southern Red Sea
during the hours of darkness and exit the Trafﬁc Separation
Scheme to the West of the Hanish Islands in daylight hours;
vessels transiting southbound, from the Red Sea to the Gulf of
Aden, are advised to pass through the area between 13 00 N in
the Southern Red Sea and 44 00 E in the Gulf of Aden during
the hours of darkness; and
all vessels transiting the Gulf of Aden and Bab-el-Mandeb
should follow the guidance of BMP4 to the maximum extent
possible.

According to information received from Gard‘s
correspondent in Yemen, Gulf Agency Co. Ltd. (GAC), most
major Yemeni ports are open and we refer to our website
"Yemen – port situation" updated on 25 July 2017 for
guidance on entry conditions applicable to vessels calling at
Yemeni ports. However, as the situation in Yemen is
volatile and since advice concerning port security and
operation in this region may change rapidly, it is important
to make frequent checks with local sources of information,
e.g. maritime authorities, vessel‘s agent, Gard‘s
correspondent, etc., to obtain the most up to date and
reliable security information available at any given time
and assess the risks involved.

Members of the nine non-governmental groups working
at sea sought changes to the document, ultimately driving
Mario Morcone, chief of staff for Interior Minister Marco
Minniti, to express his frustration, according to a source
who attended the meeting. "Your solidarity with Italy is
hypocritical," he quipped, according to the source.

European Commission
Seafarers' Welfare

There will be another meeting on Friday at the ministry,
when the NGOs must submit the changes that they are
seeking. Since February the charities have been accused of
colluding with people smugglers and attacked in the Italian
media. This week a dozen far-right activists are setting out
to sea to monitor their work. The NGOs have repeatedly
denied any ties to smuggling and no evidence of
wrongdoing has ever been presented. They say their only
objective is to save lives.

Moves

to

Improve

Source: MARINELOG
28th July, 2017
The European Commission is proposing that an
agreement between the European Community Shipowners'
Associations (ECSA) and the European Transport Workers'
Federation (ETF) — in eurospeak "the social partners — be
enshrined in EU law. In essence, the agreement would
bring EU law into alignment with amendments to the
Maritime Labor Convention (MLC) agreed by the
International Labor Organization adopted the Maritime
Labour Convention (MLC) at its 103rd session in Geneva
on June 11, 2014, with all EU Member states voting in
favor.

New Guidance for Red Sea/Gulf of Aden Transits
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
27th July, 2017
Vessels in the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden must continue
to operate in a heightened state of alert and should pass
through the Bab-el-Mandeb area during the hours of
darkness only.

The European Commission says that the proposal will
ensure that seafarers are better protected against
abandonment in foreign ports in the future, and will
strengthen their rights to compensation in the event of
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death or long-term disability due to an occupational injury,
illness or hazard. Commissioner for Employment, Social
Affairs, Skills and Labor Mobility, Marianne Thyssen, said:
"Maritime transport remains crucial for Europe's economic
development. Today's proposal will strengthen seafarers'
protection and underpin fair competition in the maritime
sector. Improved working conditions will also make the
shipping sector more attractive for young Europeans. This
proposal is an excellent example of how social partners
support the Commission in keeping EU law ﬁt for
purpose."

Sri Lanka Signs $1.1 Billion China Port Deal Amid
Local, Foreign Concerns
Source: Reuters
29th July, 2017
Sri Lanka signed a long delayed $1.1 billion deal on
Saturday to lease its southern Hambantota port to China
ignoring an appeal by opposition parties to debate the pact
in parliament. The deal was signed between the two state
ﬁrms -- Sri LankaPorts Authority (SLPA) and China
Merchants Port Holdings(0144.HK) to handle the
commercial operations of the Chinese-built port on a 99year lease.

The proposal will improve seafarers' protection in the
event of abandonment, including when the ship owner fails
to pay contractual wages for a period of at least two
months, or when the ship owner has left the seafarer
without the necessary maintenance and support to execute
ship operations. This will not only beneﬁt seafarers
themselves, but also all EU port authorities, as it will result
in fewer problematic cases of abandonment.

Chinese ﬁrm will hold 70 % stake in a joint venture with
SLPA to run the port, part of a plan to convert loans worth
$6 billion that Sri Lanka owes China into equity. "We thank
China for arranging this investor to save us from the debt
trap," Port Minister MahindaSamaraasinghe told the
gathering in Colombo port where the deal was signed. He
said the Chinese ﬁrm will invest additional $600 million to
make Hambantota port operational while $1.12 billion
from the deal will be used for debt repayment.

The proposal will also improve the mechanisms by
which compensation is provided. This will make the
payment of claims quicker and easier, which will help avoid
the long delays in payment and red tape that seafarers or
their families frequently encounter in case of
abandonments or in case of death or long-term disability
resulting from accidents or illness at work.

Hu Jianhua, the executive vice president of the
ChinaMerchants Port said the port facilities belong to the
citizens of Sri Lanka but will be a key part of China's
massive One Belt One Road initiative to build trade and
transport links across Asia and beyond. "With these
maritime infra-structure investments, and other diverse
investments such as the proposed international maritime
center, Sri Lanka will be well positioned to play a strategic
role in the one-belt-one-road initiative of China," Hu said.

U.S. West Coast Dockworkers Ratify Contract
Extension with Shippers
Source: Reuters
28th July, 2017

Located near the main shipping route from Asia to
Europe and likely to play a key role in China's "Belt and
Road" initiative, the Hambantota port has been mired in
controversy since the Chinese ﬁrm signed an agreement to
take an 80 percent stake in the port built for $1.5 billion.
The pact signed last year sparked widespread public anger
as Chinese control of the port, which included a plan for a
99-year lease of 15,000 acres (23 sq miles) to develop an
industrial zone next door, raised fears the port could be
used for Chinese naval vessels.

Dockworkers at 29 ports in California, Oregon and
Washington are expected to ratify a three-year extension of
their contract with shipping companies, union ofﬁcials said
on Friday, in a move likely to ensure labor peace on the
West Coast waterfront until at least 2022. Early returns
from ballots cast by members of the International
Longshore Workers Union (ILWU) showed 67 percent of
the rank-and-ﬁle voting in favor of the contract extension,
the union said in a statement. If ratiﬁed as expected, the
existing ﬁve-year labor agreement originally scheduled to
lapse on July 1, 2019, would expire instead on July 1, 2022,
according to the union.

Sri Lankan government has revised the deal to set up
two companies to split the operations of the port and allay
concerns, in India mainly but also in Japan and the United
States, that it won't be used for military purposes.

The current contract was agreed to in February 2015
after nine months of negotiations between the ILWU and
the Paciﬁc Maritime Association, which represents major
shippers and terminal operators along the West Coast.
Labor tensions surrounding those talks disrupted the ﬂow
of cargo through the ports and reverberated across the U.S.
commercial supply chain for many weeks, bogging down
trans-Paciﬁc trade in industries ranging from agriculture to
automobiles. California farmers were especially hard hit by
port congestion, with export losses from perishable goods
estimated to have run hundreds of millions of dollars per
week.

A group of opposition members led by former leader
Mahinda Rajapaksa and Marxist Janatha Vimukthi
Peremuna asked the government not to sign the agreement
until it is in parliament. The Hambantota port deal was
scheduled to be debated on Friday, but the parliament was
adjourned to Aug. 4 after the opposition disrupted
proceedings over a trade union action. Government and
diplomatic sources told Reuters that the United States,
India and Japan have raised concerns over possible
military activities by China in Hambantota port.
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Maritime Environment
LNG-Fuelled Bulk Carriers are Close to Reality
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
17th July, 2017
Woodside is hoping to open the marine industry‘s eyes
to the beneﬁts of liqueﬁed natural gas as a fuel source as
the company pushes ahead with plans to power the
Pilbara‘s iron ore and oil and gas sectors with LNG-ﬁred
engines. Visiting Dampier last week to tour the SiemThiima
LNG-diesel-fuelled supply vessel, Woodside chief
operations ofﬁcer Michael Utsler said LNG had the
potential to fuel much larger ships. "We have been working
on a joint industry project with Rio Tinto, BHP, FMG,
Mitsubishi shipping and Shanghai Ship Designs to actually
develop an LNG-powered dry bulk carrier that could be
used for iron ore carrying purposes between the Pilbara
and China," he said.
"(The Newcastle Max) is undergoing class approvals
from a design standpoint and we hope to encourage the
building of the ﬁrst of those in the later part of 2017, or
early 2018."
"We don‘t see LNG as being the only solution, but we
see it as being a signiﬁcant part of the solution in enabling
both marine and land transport to meet the increasingly
stringent air quality requirements."Woodside recently
contracted the ﬁrst LNG-diesel-fuelled supply vessel to
operate in the southern hemisphere from Siem Offshore.
The SiemThiima is contracted to service the North West
Shelf precinct for the next seven years. "We wanted to
demonstrate that LNG as a marine fuel was both viable and
competitive to the conventional marine fuels in operation
in coastal and international waters," Mr Utsler said. "The
Siem Thiima operating on LNG on an annual basis is the
equivalent of removing 20,000 cars running year long on
gasoline.
"Its power capabilities are equal to or greater than the
existing supply vessels we have and its performance has
been exemplary." MrUtsler said Woodside would convert,
where practical, all its offshore supply vessels to LNG dual
fuel over the next ﬁve years.SiemOffshore technical
manager Charlie Baker said LNG offered the most costeffective solution for green shipping. "Liqueﬁed natural gas
has clearly emerged as the marine fuel of the future," he
said. "We are very pleased to be working with Woodside to
establish an LNG-fuelled industry in the region."

two years. The convention requires all existing vessels to
install approved Ballast Water Treatment Systems at the
ﬁrst renewal of the International Oil Pollution Prevention
(IOPP) survey after the enforcement date.
The delay is expected to slow demolition activity over
the next few years, subsequently postponing any
substantial recovery in tanker rates which have been
heavily pressured by the perennial state of tonnage
oversupply. According to BIMCO, 2.6 million dwt of tanker
capacity was sold for demolition in 2016 while 1.3 million
dwt was demolished from January – April 2017.
While overall demolition levels in 2017 are expected to
outpace that of last year, the relentless pace of newbuild
deliveries and recent uptick in orders still point to weak
supply side fundamentals. At present, vessels older than 15
years account for around 23% of the overall crude tanker
ﬂeet. The presence of older tonnage has weighed heavily on
freight rates by offering signiﬁcant discounts, with spot
VLCC rates for the benchmark AG/Japan route currently
around 48% lower than at the beginning of the year. The
evident reluctance of ship owners to scrap ageing tankers
spells a long way to recovery for the tanker market.
Greenpeace activists protest near oil rig in
Norway's Arctic sea area
Source: Reuters
21st July, 2017
Environmental activists protested on Friday near an
offshore rig contracted by Statoil in the remote Norwegian
Arctic, where the ﬁrm is looking for oil and gas deposits.
The Nordic country wants to open up northern areas for
exploration to offset declining production in the south. Oil
and gas production is Norway's leading industry,
accounting for 20 percent of its economy.
From the Greenpeace Arctic Sunrise ship, 11
campaigners launched inﬂatable boats carrying banners
opposing Statoil's Songa Enabler oil rig, 275 km (170 miles)
north of the Norwegian coast, in the Arctic Barents sea.
One of the banners read ""The People Vs. Arctic Oil". "We
are doing this because the Norwegian government fails to
understand what they are supposed to do according to the
Paris agreement," protest leader SuneScheller told Reuters.

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
21st July,2017

"The vast majority of the oil and gas has to remain in
the ground if we are going to protect our homes from the
consequences of climate change," he said before the action.
Some 29 activists from 19 different countries, including the
Philippines, South Africa, New Zealand, Bulgaria, Spain,
Finland and Sweden, participated in the protest near the
Songa Enabler rig that is operated by Songa Offshore.

While the tanker market was previously counting on the
implementation of the IMO Ballast Water Management
Convention in September 2017 to raise scrapping levels
amidst low earnings as well as high retroﬁt costs (US$1 to 2
million), the Marine Environment Protection Committee
(MEPC) recently decided to delay its implementation by

Among the protesters is Joanna Sustento, a 25-year-old
writer from the Philippines, who lost relatives in the 2013
Haiyan typhoon, one of the strongest cyclones on record.
Climate change is causing surface waters to warm, which in
turn feeds more energy into storms. Rising sea levels can
also worsen storm surges. "What happened to my

Ballast Water Convention Extension May Delay
Recovery in Tanker Market

community in Tacloban is an example of things to come for
other people if we continue to focus on short-term gain,"
Sustento told Reuters.
On Monday, the Songa Enabler rig found a small gas
deposit, which Statoil called disappointing. In its latest oil
licensing round, Oslo offered a record number of blocks,
brushing off concerns about the risks of drilling in the
region.
IMO to Look at Sulphur Veriﬁcation for ‘In Use’
Samples Taken from Ships
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
25th July, 2017
A proposal to apply the same sulphur veriﬁcation
procedure to samples taken from ships as the one
prescribed by MARPOL Annex VI for the representative
fuel oil sample taken at the time of delivery (the MARPOL
sample) received wide support at the 71st session of the
Marine Environment Protection Committee last week.
The proposal, put forward by China, noted: "Onboard
sampling is an essential tool to verify the sulphur content
of the "fuel oil used on board ships". Some port States, such
as the European Union (EU) States, the United States and
China, have already started to sample fuel oil being used on
board ships. However, there is only a fuel oil veriﬁcation
procedure for the MARPOL samples, as required by
appendix VI of MARPOL Annex VI. As for in-use fuel oil
samples, no harmonized veriﬁcation method and
procedure has been developed."
MEPC 70 approved MEPC.1/Circ.864 on Guidelines for
onboard sampling for the veriﬁcation of the sulphur
content of fuel oil used on board ships, as the Committee
recognised the need to establish an agreed method for
sampling to enable effective control and enforcement of
Regulation 14 of MARPOL Annex VI. Regulation 14
stipulates the relevant sulphur limits applying to fuel oils
used by ships.
China proposed that regulation 18 of MARPOL Annex
VI be amended to stipulate that the veriﬁcation procedure
for in-use fuel oil samples should be consistent with the
procedure of the MARPOL sample, and that appendix VI of
MARPOL Annex VI be amended to make it suitable for
both the MARPOL sample and in-use fuel oil sample. In
discussions, several member states and shipping
organisations supported the Chinese proposal, in particular
with regard to using the same sulphur veriﬁcation
procedure for both in-use and MARPOL samples, but some
practical and regulatory concerns were raised.
One delegation noted that Annex VI has no requirement
to take in-use samples, and seeing as the taking of in-use
samples are covered by guidelines, the veriﬁcation
procedure should also be addressed in a guideline. Another
delegation noted that any amendment should not be to
Regulation 18, which relates to fuel oil quality as delivered
to ship, but rather under regulation 14, because the in-use
sample will be a physical representation of the fuel that the
ship is actually burning.

IBIA also commented on the Chinese proposal at MEPC
71, supporting the observation in China‘s proposed
amendment to appendix VI of MARPOL Annex VI that the
in-use fuel oil sample shall be used to verify the sulphur
content of the fuel oil being used on board ships, while the
representative fuel oil sample taken at the time of delivery,
which we know as the MARPOL sample, shall be used to
verify the sulphur content of the fuel oil supplied to a ship.
IBIA also supported China‘s observation that seeing as
appendix V of MARPOL Annex VI requires that the sulphur
content of the MARPOL sample should be tested in
accordance with ISO 8754:2003, the same test method
should be applied for testing of in-use samples. "As for the
issue of the sulphur veriﬁcation procedure for the in-use
sample, we believe more work is needed because if it is
applied as proposed, there is a risk of ships being falsely
found 'guilty‘ of non-compliance. I‘m not going into detail
on that now but we think that there is work to be done to
address this," IBIA told MEPC 71.
Following the discussion in plenary, it was agreed that
the Chinese paper should be forwarded to the next session
of the Sub-Committee on Pollution Prevention and
Response (PPR 5) for consideration. The instruction from
MEPC 71 to PPR 5 was that the proposal from China will be
considered under its agenda item on amendments to
regulation 14 to require a dedicated sampling point to draw
fuel oil samples on board ships. PPR 5 is scheduled to take
place from 5 to 9 of February, 2018.
Worldʼs Most Eco-friendly Cruise Ship Designed in
Spain
Source: GREEN4SEA
27th July, 2017
NGO Peace Boat has commissioned Spanish naval
architecture ﬁrm Oliver Design to build a high-range ecofriendly cruise ship. The Ecoship cruise liner will feature all
the latest innovations in renewable energy use and is
destined to become a benchmark for sustainability in
maritime transport. The Spanish ﬁrm has been working on
the project since 2012 and has now completed the full
architectural design of the ship, from the ﬁrst sketches to
the plan with the general layout of the vessel, including
details of cabins and public areas, external 3D view, videos
and other projection and display features.
The Ecoship will be an ocean liner with a gross register
tonnage of 60,000 tonnes, capable of housing 2,000
passengers in 750 cabins. It will be 250 metres long with a
beam of 32 metres and a draft of 8 metres. It will have a
maximum speed of 21 knots and a cruising speed of 17
knots. As informed, this is the ﬁrst time that the most
advanced energy technologies will be incorporated on a
large-tonnage ship rather than on experimental vessels, as
in previous projects. Sea transport is now one of the
leading contributors to greenhouse gas emissions and one
of the Ecoship‘s aims is to show ship owners and builders
that more sustainable vessels are possible.

Miscellaneous
In Depth: A Lecture about Speed versus Safety at
Sea

line sufﬁciently reduced the pound movement of a ship.
However, because of the removal of ﬂare and the
minimisation of the V-shape, the bow loses a lot of
'volume.‘ This volume is nonetheless crucial to keep the
front of the ship above the water.

Source: World Maritime New
16th July, 2017
Is it possible for ships to sail faster through rough water
and keep the safety of the crew a priority? LexKeuning,
Associate Professor at the Technical University (TU) Delft,
asked himself this question after he had broken both of his
kneecaps in a speeding incident at sea. In cooperation
with Jaap Gelling, Managing Director High-Speed Craft at
Damen Shipyards Group*, Keuning introduced a new type
of hull that could withstand more speed: the 'axe bow‘.
During the lecture in the Maritime Museum in Rotterdam,
Keuning and Gelling told the audience about this success
story of naval engineering.

As a solution, Keuning added extra buoyancy. As a
result, the shape of the bow became similar to an axe bow.
Thus, the 'axe bow‘ was born. Gelling told the audience at
the Maritime Museum in Rotterdam how he already knew
LexKeuning when he studied at the TU Delft, where Lex
was a researcher. On a personal as well as a business level,
there was a good connection between the two.
At the beginning of this century, they worked together
with the Royal Navy, Maritime Research Institute
Netherlands (MARIN) and the US Coast Guard to
investigate the axe bow as a new type of hull. Keuning‘s
earlier research was also conﬁrmed by the outcome of these
investigations. Due to the application of the axe bow,
the number of peak accelerations was decreased by 80 per
cent, and as a bonus, the axe bow also contributed to 10 to
20 per cent fuel use reduction.

Gelling started the lecture by emphasising the big
difference between the automotive and shipbuilding
industries: “As a result of large scale production since the
twentieth century, the technology of cars has developed
more rapidly than those of ships.” But there were some
major innovations, like the axe bow. The two explained the
audience how the special bow was developed.

Since 2006, Damen Shipyards has been constructing
ships with axe bows for the professional market. So far,
Damen has sold over 150 different types of ships with the
axe bow technology. Due to this success, the parties
involved agreed to set aside a small part of the proﬁt for
collective research by the TU Delft and Damen. This
success, however, also had a negative side. Just like in the
automotive sector, ship builders copy each other‘s
technologies. As a result, there are ships in the waters of
France, Australia and Bangladesh, to name a few, with
hulls that look like bow axes even though they are not
produced by Damen.Nevertheless, those are just lookalikes,
since the special characteristic of the bow axe is located
under the water level – and that technology is patented by
Damen.

Rough Water
Lex Keuning pointed out the danger ships are exposed
to when they speed in rough water: “The faster ships are
sailing over waves, the stronger the movements of the ship
become. When a ship hits a wave, the ship usually slows
and accelerates again. During these movements, however,
the G-forces on board also increase and can even
endanger the crew.”In 1980, his knees collapsed due to a
boost in G-forces during a ship speeding test. In this
experiment, the crew experienced 6.5 G, which means that
they had become six and half times heavier. For Keuning,
this incident was a wake-up call – from now on the comfort
and safety of the crew was the main focus of his research
regarding the speed of ships.

‘Fish House’ Structures Placed to Protect Marine
Life in Sai Buri

In Keuning‘s further quest to safely expand the speed,
he focused on the peak accelerations of ships and the
subsequent reactions of the crew: “Peak accelerations
appear when the vertical movement of a ship increases
(positive) or decreases (negative) in a short amount of
time. When the pounding of a ship becomes too heavy, the
crew can only do one thing: reduce speed.”The choice to
reduce speed is actually necessary to ensure the crew‘s
safety – that is how overwhelming the pound movements
of ships can become.

Source: The Nation – Thailand Portal
25 July, 2017
A ﬂeet of 80 traditional ﬁshing boats left Wasukri Beach in
Pattani's Sai Buri district on Tuesday morning to install
"ﬁsh house" structures, made by bamboo, coconut-palm
leaf stalk and natural materials, to protect small ﬁsh and
marine life. The "ﬁsh house" structures were dropped in
10-metre deep waters off the coast along with 6,400
decommissioned electrical insulators made of ceramic, that
were donated by the Electricity Generating Authority of
Thailand, to serve as artiﬁcial coral. The activity, aimed to
help rehabilitate marine life resources along the coast, was
hosted by the Internal Security Operations Command
Region 4‘s Forward Command to celebrate His Majesty
King Maha Vajiralongkorn's 65th birthday on July 28.

Mathematical Method
Keuning was the ﬁrst to develop a mathematical
method to estimate the vertical movements of ships. At the
TU Delft, he analysed how he could reduce the pound
movement of ships and in which way this affected the hull
of the ship.
Keuning concluded that the removal of ﬂare, the
minimisation of the V-shape of the bow and a deeper keel
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